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This dissertation study examined the effect of country-of-origin (COO) fit on 

consumer brand attitude in cross-border strategic brand alliance (SBA). Also, this study 

investigated the effects of consumer product knowledge by dividing it into subjective and 

objective knowledge dimensions. It was found that cross-border SBA can be a viable 

market entry strategy for host and partner brands. Specifically, cross-border SBA creates 

positive synergistic effects when the COO fit is high. In addition, in a low COO fit 

situation, the partner brand suffering from less favorable country image would be able to 

benefit from the established brand equity of the host brand and thus gain favorable 

consumer product evaluation. Also, consumers with low and high product knowledge are 

more likely to be affected by COO fit information than those with moderate product 

knowledge. It was found that subjective knowledge is more related to consumer 

heuristics and decision making processes than objective knowledge. Implications and 

suggestions for future research in this area are provided.   
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CHAPTER I  

INTRODUCTION 

In a competitive global marketplace, introducing new brands has become 

increasingly difficult (Bluemelhuber, Carter, and Lambe 2007). Starbucks sells beverages 

at 15,011 stores in 25 countries (Starbucks Annual Report 2007) and McDonald‟s 

operates more than 30,000 restaurants in 118 countries (Barron and Hollingshead 2004). 

These two companies understand that having a strong global brand is the most important 

factor in staying profitable and winning consumers domestically and internationally.  

A global brand is one that conveys the same values in all of its markets and 

possesses several critical advantages over its competitors in many aspects. A global brand 

improves cost efficiency for new product development and R&D due to its worldwide-

generated revenues. Also, a global brand can utilize established channel partners, share 

standardized business practices and create economies of scale in marketing 

communications. Nonetheless, it has been a challenging task for most multinational 

companies to successfully introduce their brands in markets where complex barriers such 

as nationality, geography, language and local cultures exist (Barron and Hollingshead 

2004).  

Considering that globalization continues to elevate competition in the global 

market, introducing a new brand has become highly laden with financial risks. Some 

companies may find that the financial risks involved in introducing a brand to a new 

market are too burdensome for a single company to undertake. To reduce those risks 

associated with brand building, companies resort to strategic brand alliance that allows 
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them to leverage existing brand equity with the new brand (Bluemelhuber, Carter, and 

Lambe 2007; Lin and Kao 2004; Washburn, Till, and Priluck 2004). Even though 

strategic brand alliance can help local companies create new markets and provide them 

with effective means to introduce new products or services within a domestic market 

(Cooke and Ryan 2000), it has become more and more attractive as a viable market entry 

strategy in the global economy (Hagedoorn 1993; He and Balmer 2006; Kippenberger 

2000;Vaidyanathan and Aggarwal 2000; Xie and Johnston 2004). 

Since the 1980s, there has been a surge in the number of strategic brand alliance 

(Parkhe 1993). It is estimated that as many as 20,000 US alliances were formed between 

1988 and 1992, with IBM alone having more than 400 alliances in the US and abroad 

(Day 1995). Consultants Ernst & Young, in a study involving 12 countries, found that 65 

percent of non-US and 75 percent of US companies engaged in some form of strategic 

brand alliance (Mazur 2001). Prominent examples of strategic brand alliance are easily 

found in industries such as airlines (StarAlliance), automobiles (Mercedes cars with 

Bridgestone tires), services (The Amex-Card by Air Brussels), and fashion (Adidas 

designer sneakers co-branded by Yohji Yamamoto). Strategic brand alliance also 

outperforms the more conventional business development approaches such as venture 

capital, mergers, and acquisitions (Pekar and Allio 1994). According to consultants at 

Booz Allen Hamilton, the percentage of annual revenue that the 1,000 largest US 

companies generated from alliances increased from less than 2 percent in 1980 to an 

estimated 35 percent by 2002 (Booz Allen Hamilton 2001). In fact, a majority of 
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corporate executives considered that strategic brand alliance a prime engine for growth in 

business (Kalmbach and Roussel 1999).  

Cross-border strategic brand alliance is often sought after as a tactic for remaining 

competitive in the global marketplace and, in particular, for entering desirable foreign 

markets. There are several key factors that affect cross-border strategic brand alliance. 

Among them, product and brand fit play important roles in consumer attitudes toward 

strategic brand alliance. Product or product category fit is the relatedness or the 

complementarity of the product categories in which the two brands are combined 

(Simonin and Ruth 1998). When two product categories functionally fit well (e.g., car 

and auto audio system), consumers can easily understand the combination of two 

different product categories. However, when two product categories do not fit together, 

consumers may become confused as to why the two categories are combined (Park, Jun, 

and Shock 1996). Previous studies have found that consumers tend to resolve incongruity 

between product categories with other information that is available. Therefore, consumers 

are likely to engage in effortful cognitive elaboration in order to understand why two 

different product categories are in the alliance (Gammoh, Voss, and Chakraborty 2006; 

Samu, Krishnan, and Smith 1999; Voss and Gammoh 2004).  

Another important factor is brand fit between the host and the partner brand in 

cross-border strategic brand alliance. Brand fit is the quality-based perception of brand 

image cohesiveness and associated consistency between the host and the partner brand 

(Park, Jun, and Shocker 1996; Simonin and Ruth 1998). Park, Milberg, and Lawson 

(1991) further defined brand fit as conceptual consistency reflecting the similarity in 
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image, abstract meanings, and benefits between the host and the partner brand. Unlike 

product fit that focuses on the relatedness of product categories, brand fit implies an 

image-based assessment between the host and the partner brand (Bluemelhuber, Carter, 

and Lambe 2007). Also, given that brand fit focuses on complementarity at the 

conceptual and abstract level, functional compatibility are not considered as important as 

it is in product fit. Previous research has found that image can be transferred from one 

brand to another brand when they are associated with each other (Gwinner and Eaton 

1999). Roth and Romeo (2000) also found that high brand fit increases consumer 

purchase intention and satisfaction.  

 In the unique case of cross-border strategic brand alliance, however, country-of-

origin fit may also plays a significant role in consumer attitudes toward the alliance. 

Country-of-origin has been regarded as one of the important constructs in international 

marketing and business research (Nagashima 1977; Schooler 1971). During the past 

several decades, extensive studies have been conducted to understand the effects of 

country-of-origin on consumer product evaluation, purchase intention, and satisfaction. 

They found that country-of-origin indeed serves as a parameter for quality evaluation of 

products from foreign countries (Hong and Wyer 1989; Roth and Romeo 1992). Since at 

least two countries are involved in cross-border strategic brand alliance, the need to 

consider the influence of country-of-origin perception is evident (Aaker and Keller 1990; 

Simonin and Ruth 1998). Thus, it is necessary to understand country-of-origin fit 

between the host and the partner brand. In particular, Bluemelhuber, Carter, and Lambe 

(2007) described country-of-origin fit as “the consumer‟s perception of the overall 
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compatibility of the two countries of origin involved in the brand alliance” (p. 433). 

Consumers tend to employ their perception of a country‟s ability to make quality 

products in their overall formation of country image. If both countries‟ images are 

compatible and complementary to each other, consumers are likely to form favorable 

attitudes toward both the host and the partner brand. On the other hand, if the two 

countries are not compatible and complementary in their images, unfavorable consumer 

attitudes may follow.  

Product, brand, and country-of-origin fits are extrinsic cues that are not inherently 

related to product performance. Consumers with different levels of product knowledge 

may differentially evaluate these fits. Therefore, how these cues are employed will be 

different depending on to what extent consumers have product knowledge. Consumers 

with low product knowledge may be unable to resolve product category incongruity due 

to their lack of product category knowledge. This lack of product knowledge may prevent 

them from further elaborating product-related information of the host and the partner 

brand. Thus, they are unable to infer why the two products which belong to different 

product categories are combined together. Consumers with low product knowledge are 

more likely to rely on simple heuristic cues such as country-of-origin fit between the host 

and the partner brand. From brand perspective, low knowledge consumers may not know 

which brand has what reputation and quality image, they may therefore rely on country-

of-origin fit which is readily accessible from their memory structure.  

Consumers with high product knowledge, on the other hand, already have 

extensive product knowledge structure so that they are able to understand attribute-
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related information in ad claims and the reasons why those two product categories are 

featured together. Their extensive product knowledge and brand-related attributes 

information help them understand the underlying relationship between common attributes 

or situations that are shared by the host and the partner brand in cross-border strategic 

brand alliance. In addition, since they are familiar with different brands from different 

countries, consumers with high product knowledge may even exhibit specific patterns of 

evaluation and behavior in response to cross-border strategic brand alliance. Indeed, they 

could be skilled and efficient at selecting either attribute-related information or country-

of-origin fit at their discretion. Oftentimes, country-of-origin fit provides them with 

effective decision making rules automatically. 

 All of the aforementioned constructs are important in understanding how cross-

border strategic brand alliance works. Meanwhile, strategic brand alliance has received 

significant research attention in the past, the key distinguishing nature of cross-border 

strategic brand alliance undoubtedly rests on involving different countries. Therefore, as 

an effort to obtain a baseline understanding, this dissertation study will focus on the role 

of country-of-origin fit with different levels of consumer product knowledge in cross-

border strategic brand alliance. In Chapter II, a detailed and comprehensive review of the 

literature and key theoretical constructs is provided. Chapter III offers research questions 

to be addressed in this dissertation study and gives specific hypotheses with 

accompanying rationale. Research methodology with a description of procedure is 

outlined in Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER II  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Before delving into cross-border strategic brand alliance, an understanding of 

what strategic brand alliance is and how it works is needed. Therefore, the following 

sections first review the definitions and classifications of strategic brand alliance. Given 

that a cross-border strategic brand alliance usually involves two or more products and/or 

brands from different countries, consumer product knowledge, country-of-origin 

perception, and the notion of fit at product, brand, and country levels may exert 

significant influence on the outcome of such alliance. Consequently, they are presented 

and discussed in details. Finally, a conceptual framework is provided at the end of this 

chapter as a summary of the comprehensive review.   

1. Strategic Brand Alliance: Definition and Classification 

Strategic brand alliance has been studied under various terms such as ingredient 

brand alliance, co-branding, co-marketing, cross-promotion, joint branding, joint 

promotion, and symbiotic marketing (Kippenberger 2000; Uggla 2004, 2006). These 

terms share a commonality in that they all refer to the collaborative partnerships that 

involve the linking or integration of the attributes of two or more brands to offer a new or 

perceptually improved product or service to consumers in domestic as well as global 

market (Cooke and Ryan 2000; Xie and Johnson 2004). As such, Simonin and Ruth 

(1998) defined strategic brand alliance as “the short- or long-term association or 

combination of two or more individual brands, products, and/or other distinctive 

proprietary assets” (p. 30). Elmuti and Kathawala (2001) further defined strategic brand 
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alliance as “a partnership of two or more corporations or business units that work 

together to achieve strategically important objectives that are mutually beneficial” (p. 

205).   

Strategic brand alliance, as a frequently chosen tactical option of business practice, 

takes various forms (Bluemelhuber, Carter, and Lambe 2007; Kalligiannis, Iatrou, and 

Mason 2006). Coopers and Lybrand (1997) identified them as: joint marketing or 

promotion (54%), joint selling or distribution (42%), production (26%), design 

collaboration (23%), R&D contracts (19%), and other outsourcing purposes (19%). 

In particular, cross-border or transnational alliance is a specific form of brand alliance 

where one of the companies is headquartered in a different country while the other one is 

located in the host country and market (Bluemelhuber, Carter, and Lambe 2007). Due to 

the high uncertainty and competition in the global market, a single company is unlikely to 

initially develop or build resources in all of the necessary fields for successful market 

entry (Beverland and Bretheton 2001). Strategic brand alliance provides various 

opportunities for partner companies by helping them obtain new technology, gain 

distribution channels to specific markets, reduce financial and political risks, and achieve 

or ensure competitive advantage (Elmuti and Kathawala 2001). For partner companies 

from developing countries, cross-border alliance enables them to market their products or 

services effectively to developed countries without facing country-related stereotypical 

judgments (Javalgi, Radulobvich, Pendleton, and Scherer 2005). On the other hand, for 

partner companies from developed countries, strategic brand alliance can ease entry into 

an emerging market because the local company can provide the needed market 
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knowledge, more efficient promotions, easier access to distribution networks, and 

suppliers (Norris 1992). Therefore, to effectively target the global market, companies 

need to join together with reputable host brands (Leitch and Richardson 2003; Murray, 

Kotabe, and Zhou 2005; Xie and Johnston 2004).  

Kaplan and Hurd (2002) explained the concept of alliance in a broader context 

and categorized it into promotional, operational, relationship, and strategic alliance. 

Promotional alliance helps to increase brand awareness in a market. It is externally 

focused and serves to enhance brand image and expedite market penetration. For example, 

the travel industry has been aggressive in bundling brands and cross-selling services 

through promotional partnerships. Airlines, hotels, and rental car companies share points 

and rewards and offer joint promotions in order to create synergistic marketing 

relationships. Operational alliance improves operating capabilities. The failure of a 

partner brand to perform effectively directly undermines the profitability and 

relationships of the host brand. Operational alliance is particularly useful in 

technologically based industries where companies have to market new products in a 

relatively short period of time. For example, Cisco system has long used operational 

partnership to extend its ability to serve customers. Partner brands of Cisco system 

include companies such as Accenture, Fujitsu, HP, IBM, Intel, Ericsson, Microsoft, and 

Motorola (Cisco website 2008). Relationship alliance reduces risks by allowing 

companies to expand into new markets and new ventures. Particularly, relationship 

alliance occurs in industries where companies have to share infrastructure. For example, 

AT&T wireless has achieved 100 percent national coverage with Cingular and NTT 
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Docomo. Finally, Kaplan and Hurd (2002) suggested that strategic alliance involves true 

joint ventures, often through the creation of new entities jointly owned by the partners. 

For instance, Siecor, an alliance brand between Siemens and Corning, ushered the two 

parent brands into the fiber-optic-cable business with greater market penetration. 

Samu, Krishnan, and Smith (1999) classified strategic brand alliance into two 

different types based on the channels of distribution: horizontal and vertical alliance. 

Horizontal alliance is the type of strategic brand alliance in which two parties involved at 

the same level in the channel of distribution (e.g., two manufacturers). On the other hand, 

vertical alliance is the type of strategic brand alliance in which two parties involved are at 

different levels in the channel of distribution (e.g., manufacturer and distributor). Even 

though both horizontal and vertical alliance can benefit any brands, it is especially crucial 

for new partner brands or established host brands entering new domestic and global 

markets. In both cases, strategic brand alliance helps companies achieve various 

objectives such as increasing brand awareness and knowledge, and reducing advertising 

costs by partnering together (Park, Jaworski, and MacInnis 1986). 

Chang (2008) further proposed a conceptual framework of strategic brand alliance 

after surveying six existing strategic alliance companies such as HP/Compaq, 

BMW/MINI, Sony/Ericsson, Daimler/Chrysler, IBM/Lenovo, and BenQ/Siemens. The 

conceptual framework deconstructs strategic brand alliance into three dimensions: 

strategic alliance aim, category, and effect. Strategic alliance aims include market share 

(e.g., HP/Compaq), brand extension (e.g., BMW/MINI), and global branding (e.g., 

Sony/Ericsson; IBM/Lenovo; Daimler/Chrysler) which can be sequentially expanded. At 
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first, companies aim to penetrate the target market in order to increase the market share, 

which is the fundamental purpose for strategic brand alliance. HP merged with Compaq 

and extended its laptop/desktop market share in order to compete with IBM. Once they 

achieved the market share goal, companies may attempt to broaden and extend the brand. 

For example, BMW merged with MINI to extend its brand image in the compact car 

market (e.g., MINI Cooper). Finally, companies tend to achieve a global branding 

strategy by means of combining two brands. Sony and Ericsson engaged in a joint 

venture in the telecommunication industry to compete with Nokia and Motorola. Sony 

Ericsson was established in 2001 by the Japanese consumer electronics company, Sony 

Corporation, and the Swedish telecommunications company, Ericsson, to make mobile 

phones. The stated reason for this venture is to combine Sony's consumer electronics 

expertise with Ericsson's technological leadership in the communications sector. Lenovo 

purchased IBM‟s PC department to penetrate the global PC market. BenQ obtained 

Siemens‟ telecommunication department to broaden its brand image and global market 

share. Also, Daimler merged with Chrysler to extend its European market (Chang 2008).  

In terms of category, strategic brand alliance can be divided into two types: 

merger and joint venture. Sony Ericsson is an example of a joint venture because two 

independent companies invest in one single company. Sony Ericsson implemented joint 

venture strategy in order to effectively compete with Nokia and Motorola. At the same 

time, the merge type can be separated into enterprise and department levels. The 

enterprise level is when two companies merge into a single company (e.g., HP/Compaq; 
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BMW/MINI; Daimler/Chrysler), whereas department level occurs when only 

departments combined into a single department (e.g., IBM/Lenovo; BenQ/Siemens).  

Finally, the effects of strategic brand alliance can be classified into image and 

quality. Image represents the brand impression in the global marketplace, whereas quality 

specifies the company‟s quality impression. Two companies may have different levels of 

perceived image and quality before they merge with other company. In the existing 

examples, BenQ had high image in the global marketplace but lacked an impression of 

high quality. Thus, BenQ attempted to improve its product quality by combining with 

Siemens‟ high image and quality impressions. For another example, IBM had high image 

and high quality, so Lenovo improved its low image impression in the global market by 

partnering with IBM. 

1.1. How Does Strategic Brand Alliance Work? 

Strategic brand alliance creates a distinct product offering and serves as a quality 

assurance device by transferring the equity of the host brand to the partner brand (Keller 

1993; Levin, Davis, and Levin 1996; Park, Jun, and Shocker 1996; Rao and Ruekert 

1994; Simonin and Ruth 1998). According to Aaker (1991), brand equity is referred to as 

consumer-based brand equity from the consumer or marketing perspective. Aaker (1991) 

defined consumer-based brand equity as “a set of brand assets and liabilities linked to a 

brand, its name and symbol, that add or subtract from the value provided by a product to 

a firm and/or that firm's customers” (p. 15). Aaker‟s (1991) model of brand equity 

suggests that there are four main components that contribute to the creation of brand 

equity: brand awareness, brand associations, perceived quality and brand loyalty.  
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Keller (1993) further defined brand equity as “the differential effect of brand 

knowledge on consumer response to the marketing of the brand” (p. 8). In his definition, 

such brand knowledge can be classified into brand awareness and brand image. Brand 

awareness refers to brand recall and recognition which are performed by consumers. 

Meanwhile, brand image is classified into type, favorability, strength, and uniqueness of 

brand association which are linked to the brand that consumers hold in memory. The 

types of brand associations may include product-related and non-product related 

attributes, consumers‟ overall brand attitudes, and functional, experiential, or symbolic 

benefits of the brand (Keller 1993). Also, the types of brand associations may be affected 

by the degree of favorability, strength, and uniqueness of brand associations (Keller 

1993).  

By linking a partner brand to a host brand, strategic brand alliance helps the 

partner brand to leverage the equity of the host brand such as brand knowledge, 

awareness, perceived quality, and brand loyalty (Uggla 2004, 2006). In general, 

successful strategic brand alliance allows less familiar partner brands to share the 

established brand equity of a familiar host brand by the transference of primary 

associations of the host brand such as brand- and product-related attributes, benefits, and 

attitudes to the partner brand (Moreau, Lehmann, and Markman 2001). Therefore, 

strategic brand alliance could positively affect consumers‟ attitudes toward partner brands 

(Rodrigue and Biswas 2004).  
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1.2 Associative Network Model and Information Processing 

The host brand has a clear advantage of the salience and accessibility of brand-

related and non-brand related attitudes than those of the partner brand when they are 

jointly presented in the strategic brand alliance. Meyers-Levy and Malaviya (1999) 

suggested that consumer judgments are likely to be affected by information that is 

relatively salient and easily accessible, and that comes readily to the mind at the time of 

judgment formation. Also, Campbell and Kirmani (2000) found that consumers are more 

likely to rely on salient and easily accessible cues in their memory when they are 

cognitively overloaded. Considering that host brands are relatively more familiar than 

partner brands, information of host brands may be more readily accessible and available 

than that of partner brands. Thus, in strategic brand alliance, consumers tend to evoke the 

positive image of the host brand and associate them with a partner brand. In this case, the 

positive attitudes towards the host brand are expected to impact favorably on the attitudes 

towards the partner brand (Simonin and Ruth 1998). In other words, a spillover effect 

from the host to the partner brand will take place as the consumers‟ positive attitudes 

toward the host brand subsequently affect impressions of the partner brand 

(Hadjicharalambous 2006; Jevons, Gabbott, and Chernatory 2005; Park, Jun, and Shocker 

1996; Rodrigue and Biswas 2004; Ruth and Simonin 2003; Simonin and Ruth 1998). 

The associative network memory model (Anderson 1983; Wyer and Srull 1989) 

may be helpful to explain the relationship of brand equity between the host and the 

partner brand. The associative network memory model regards semantic memory or 

knowledge as consisting of a set of nodes and links. Nodes are stored information and 
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connected by links that vary in strength. A spreading activation process from node to 

node decides the degree of retrieval in consumers‟ memory. When other external 

information is encoded or when internal information is retrieved from long-term memory, 

one node activates association to another node. Given this, the associated equities of the 

host brand may lead consumers to perceive the partner brand as possessing similar values 

(Janiszewski and Van Osselaer 2000).  

Consumers process information from strategic brand alliance at the primary and 

secondary association levels. The Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) may help explain 

how consumers process information at both levels (Gammoh, Voss, and Chakraborty 

2006; Petty and Cacioppo 1981). The ELM suggests two types of information processing 

modes: central and peripheral processing modes. The systematic or central processing 

mode entails extensive cognitive efforts to the processing of product or brand-related 

information. In contrast, the peripheral processing mode refers to low-effort processing 

where consumers do not have either the cognitive capability or the motivation to process 

attribute-based product and brand information.  

The primary associations of the host brand are based on internal cues such as 

brand- and product-related attributes, benefits, and attitudes toward the host brand since 

these cues directly affect product performance. Therefore, primary associations tend to 

have strong links to the partner brand because characteristics of the host brand endorse 

the quality of the partner brand indirectly. Given that primary associations include brand- 

and product-related attributes, benefits, and attitudes of a host brand, these primary 

associations will be processed via a central route. Also, because primary associations are 
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processed via the central route, consumer attitudes will be more consistent and stable 

overtime since the information processing relies on argument-based judgment. 

However, brand associations can also be created on the basis of inference from 

other information in memory that is not directly related to the product or service (Keller 

1993; Pappu, Quester, and Cooksey 2006; Votolato and Unnava 2006). The associative 

network memory model (Anderson 1983) also suggests that consumers are able to infer 

that a brand shares associations with other entities via secondary associations. Secondary 

associations are formulated by linking the brand to external cues that is not directly 

related to the product or service such as distribution channels, a spokesperson or endorser 

of the product, an event or cause, and the country-of-origin (Keller 1993, 2003). Even 

though primary associations could create the strongest link in memory with its inherent 

self-relevance (Hertel 1982), secondary associations allow consumers to simplify their 

brand evaluation, especially in the absence of primary brand associations (Aaker and 

Keller 1990).  

Secondary associations tend to be processed via the peripheral route or heuristic 

route since information processing is not based on argument-based judgment. As a 

heuristic cue, a simple judgment is drawn from some salient or otherwise readily 

accessible message or contextual cues (Meyers-Levy and Malaviya 1999). In other words, 

secondary associations tend to be processed via the heuristic route because the judgment 

of secondary associations are based on simple and intuitive inferences that emerge from 

exposure to readily processed cues and involve scant cognitive elaboration. Consumers 

may rely on simple heuristic cues when they lack the ability or motivation to process 
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attribute-related product or brand information. Thus, consumers might be interested in 

product judgment that is reasonable but may not be the most accurate or held with full 

certainty. In such a situation, consumers devote a rather moderate level of cognitive 

resources to processing message information and thereby invoke a heuristic processing 

strategy.  

Consumers tend to selectively expose themselves to easily apprehensible external 

messages or contextual cues (Meyers-Levy and Peracchio 1995). In such a way, 

consumers are able to minimize the utilization of their mental resources during 

information processing. From these heuristic cues, consumers generate simple inferences 

which represent deductions or generalized rules of thumb based on prior experiences. For 

example, suppose that a digital camera has a Japanese brand name that appears 

prominently in the advertisement‟s headline. Consumers with resource-frugal heuristic 

strategy might simply note the Japanese brand name displayed at the top of an 

advertisement and infer that the digital camera must be made from Japan and carries the 

generally reliable technology characteristic of most other Japanese products 

(Maheswaran 1994). Given the favorable secondary associations tied to this inference, 

consumers are likely to produce a judgment of the digital camera that is favorable but 

hold it with limited certainty. 

1.3. Potential Risks of Strategic Brand Alliance 

Although strategic brand alliance offers tremendous potential business 

opportunities by leveraging extant brand equity of the host brands, it must be used 

carefully since an ill-conceived strategic brand alliance that performs poorly could 
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significantly damage the equity of the host brands (Farquhar 1994; Uggla 2004, 2006). A 

host brand that chooses to collaborate with a partner brand tends to expose itself to risks 

in many ways. Strategic brand alliance could weaken the control over the original host 

brand‟s identity, core values and primary associations. This danger to equity of a host 

brand comes when consumers attribute a potentially negative experience with the partner 

brand to the host brand. Thus, strategic brand alliance could undermine the equity of a 

host brand when consumers blame the partner brand for their dissatisfaction (Washburn, 

Till, and Priluck 2004). When brands are combined, there is also a potential loss of 

control of the host brand to the partner brand. Furthermore, partner brands could erode 

associations for host brand‟s identity and image when incompatible partner brands are 

selected (Uggla 2004, 2006).  

In particular, the imbalance of brand equity in strategic brand alliance can have a 

negative effect on the success of the alliance (Bucklin and Sengupta 1993). According to 

the resource dependence theory, symmetrical dependencies of the brand in the 

relationship create balanced mutual benefit, whereas asymmetrical dependencies result in 

unbalanced outcomes (Rodrigue and Biswas 2004). In other words, in a balanced or 

symmetrical relationship, both the host and the partner brand are equally invested in the 

relationship and will gain equally from the strategic brand alliance. To the contrary, in an 

unbalanced relationship, or in an asymmetrical dependency, the contribution of unequal 

resources tends to lead a partner brand to reap greater benefits from the strategic brand 

alliance than the host brand. Also, Simonin and Ruth (1998) found that a symmetrical 

spillover effect took place when both brands were highly familiar, whereas an 
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asymmetrical spillover effect took place when one brand, particularly partner brand, was 

less familiar. Therefore, as long as both the host and the partner brand are symmetrically 

dependent each other, strategic brand alliance should enable host brand to enjoy strong 

spillover effects from strong partner brands (Uggla 2004, 2006). 

1.4. Product Fit and Brand Fit  

Simonin and Ruth (1998) suggested two predictors of consumer attitudes towards 

strategic brand alliance: product fit and brand fit. Figure 1 shows product fit and brand fit. 

In terms of product fit, there are two perspectives: brand extension and brand alliance. 

Both represent an attempt to stretch a brand‟s identity beyond its core and leverage 

established brand equity. However, the fit bases of brand extension and brand alliance 

differ in important respects (Uggla 2004, 2006).  
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Figure 1. Product Fit and Brand Fit 

 

Product fit in brand extension research refers to the similarity of product 

categories associated with an existing brand and its extension is based on three sub-

dimensions: complementary, substitute, and transfer. For example, Rossignol is well-

known as a manufacturer of downhill skis. Rossignol ski clothing would be a 

complementary extension and Rossignol cross-country skis or ice skates could be 

substitute extensions. Transfer sub-dimension reflects the perceived ability of any firm 

operating in the first product class to make a product in the second product class. For 

example, the quality of Rossignol ski clothing could be perceived differently depending 
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on how effectively the original resources used in making downhill skies such as people, 

facilities, and skills are transferred to the second product class.  

In contrast, product fit in brand alliance is defined as the relatedness of the 

product categories implied by brand alliance regardless of the brands such as ice cream 

with chocolate fudge or car with car stereo. Transferability of resources such as skills, 

manufacturing technology and production capability from product category to another 

category is not required because those skills are embodied by each partner that 

contributes its own expertise in making a strategic brand alliance. For example, Siemens 

and Porsche Design collaborate on making kitchen appliances such as coffee makers and 

kettles. Therefore, the relatedness or complementarity between product categories is an 

important factor for forming attitudes toward strategic brand alliance. Degree of 

relatedness or complementarity is determined by consumers‟ perception of the necessity 

of one product for the performance or use of the second product. Consumers are more 

likely to form favorable attitudes toward strategic brand alliance if the product categories 

are related and complementary to each other in some meaningful way.  

Samu, Krishnan, and Smith (1999) found that consumers tend to encounter 

incongruity when they are exposed to unusual or noncomplementary product combination. 

In these situations, consumers will be unclear as to why the two seemingly unrelated 

products are featured together (Park, Jun, and Shocker 1996). It has been found that 

involved consumers tend to resolve incongruity with other available external information 

(Goodstein 1993; Meyers-Levy, Louie, and Curren 1994; Meyers-Levy and Tybout 1989). 

Consumers with high involvement tend to increase memory for message information 
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(Gardner, Mitchell, and Russo 1985). Celsi and Olson (1988) and Greenwald and Leavitt 

(1984) also found that high involvement tend to produce better memory resulting from 

elaborative processing and it facilitates the encoding and organization of the external 

message within the individual‟s existing cognitive structure. Therefore, consumers with 

high involvement are more likely to engage in effortful elaboration in order to resolve the 

incongruity within their best knowledge (Hawkins and Hoch 1992).  

On the other hand, low involvement tends to prevent consumers from engaging in 

elaboration process due to their lack of motivation and ability (Hoyer 1984; Susan 1985). 

Therefore, consumers with low involvement produce fewer thoughts in reaction to 

product incongruity (Greenwald 1968). As a result, consumers with high involvement 

tend to engage in greater cognitive elaboration in order to understand why two different 

products are being featured together. When perceived relatedness or complementarity 

between two product categories such as camera and film is high, the memory link 

between the categories will be strong. In contrast, unrelated or noncomplementary 

products in strategic brand alliance have a weak link to each other. If consumers are 

unable to find the reasons despite of their extensive cognitive elaboration, their attitudes 

toward strategic brand alliance will be negative (Simonin and Ruth 1998).   

Brand fit refers to quality-based consumer perception of brand image 

cohesiveness and associated consistency between host and partner brand (Park, Jun, and 

Shocker 1996; Simonin and Ruth 1998). Unlike the product fit that focuses on the 

relatedness of product categories, brand fit is a quality-based assessment between the host 

and the partner brand (Bluemelhuber, Carter, and Lambe 2007). When two brands are 
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presented jointly, the evaluations of both brands are likely to be elicited in addition to 

certain stored brand-specific associations. Inconsistent and incohesive perceptions of 

strategic brand alliance could lead consumers to perceive that those two brands have poor 

brand fit (Simonin and Ruth 1998). Such a poor fit in terms of brand images and 

associations can prime undesirable beliefs and judgments for brand alliance. For example, 

Park, Jun, and Shocker (1996) suggested that consumers could be confused about the 

combination of seemingly inconsistent characteristics of the Godiva and Slim-Fast brand. 

In general, Godiva is primarily associated with expensive, high-calorie boxed chocolates 

and Slim-Fast is associated with inexpensive, low-calorie diet food. For another example, 

Rolex and Taco Bell would most likely elicit a perception of poor brand fit because 

Rolex is associated with high quality products while Taco Bell is known for quickly 

prepared fast food.  

Although consumer involvement may be an important factor in resolving 

incongruity of product and brand, strategic brand alliance largely can be explained by 

consumer product knowledge. Not all brands are created equal and their relative 

contributions to the strategic brand alliance will be different depending on consumer 

knowledge of the brands (Simonin and Ruth 1998). In general, the degree of knowledge 

of a brand differentially affects consumers‟ processing of brand information and 

evaluation (Alba and Hutchinson 1987, 2000; Fazio 1986, 1989; Johnson and Russo 

1984; Roehm and Sternthal 1996). When consumers are knowledgeable of the brand, 

their relative degree of liking for the brand is well established and stable since they have 

extensive brand-related associations such as awareness, attributes, benefits, images, 
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thoughts, feelings, attitudes, and experiences (Bettman and Sujan 1987; Keller 2003). It 

has also been suggested that high degree of product knowledge facilitates the acquisition 

of new information as well as the use of existing information (Park and Lessig 1981). 

Increasing product knowledge leads to a more elaborated cognitive structure (Alba and 

Hutchinson 1987). In contrast, when consumers are not knowledgeable with the brand, 

their attitudes strength and accessibility toward the brand in memory is either unformed 

or weak. Therefore, when consumers have different levels of knowledge about brands in 

a strategic alliance, relative contribution of each brand to the alliance would be 

asymmetrical and may differentially affect each other. 

Given the differential effects of host and partner brands in strategic brand alliance, 

it is important to identify how consumer product knowledge affects their information 

processing. As reviewed earlier in associative network model, consumer product 

knowledge is a key construct in understanding how the equity of the established brand is 

transferred to a partner brand. Conversely, this model also explains how the unfavorable 

associations of partner brand negatively affect the equity of established host brand. To be 

specific, since bits of information stored in memory are connected and primed together, 

the pre-existing product knowledge of host and partner brands directly influences primary 

and secondary association of brands. To this end, various types of product knowledge and 

definitions will be examined in the next section. In addition to that, how different levels 

of product knowledge affect strategic brand alliance will be discussed. 
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2. The Role of Product Knowledge in Strategic Brand Alliance 

The concept of product knowledge has been studied extensively in various fields 

of social sciences (Alba and Hutchinson 1987, 2000; Rao and Monroe 1988; Rao and 

Sieben 1992; Wood and Lynch 2002). Knowing a person or an object means increased 

knowledge structure, thereby affecting consumer information processing activities in 

several ways (Alba and Hutchinson 1987, 2000). The impact of product knowledge on 

consumers‟ information processing has been a feature of traditional and recent 

information processing theories on decision-making (Bettman 1979; Howard and Sheth 

1969). In general, product knowledge stored in consumers‟ memory tends to facilitate 

easier and more efficient processing of information since knowledgeable consumers are 

able to concentrate on pieces of information that are relevant to the task at hand (Johnson 

and Russo 1984). Additionally, knowledgeable consumers are able to make more refined 

product class or category-related judgments (e.g., all cars vs. sports utility vehicles), 

therefore allowing them to evaluate one product type relative to another (e.g., sports 

utility vehicles vs. sedan), and brands of the same type of products (e.g., Lexus SUV 

LX470 vs. Ford SUV Explorer). Given this ability to compare a product with the 

appropriate referent product, knowledgeable consumers are more likely to identify and 

choose products of relatively superior quality than consumers with low product 

knowledge (Kerin, Kalyanaram, and Howard 1996; Kotler 2000).   

2.1. Definitions of Product Knowledge 

In the past, researchers have used the terms familiarity (Alba and Hutchinson 

1987; Campbell and Keller 2003; Johnson and Russo 1984; Park and Lessig 1981; Raju 
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and Reilly 1979), expertise (Alba and Hutchinson 1987), and experience (Mark and 

Olson 1981; Park and Lessig 1981) interchangeably when referring to existing product 

knowledge (Bettman and Park 1980; Rao and Monroe 1988). Meanwhile, other 

researchers characterized product knowledge with different terms, dimensions and types. 

Product knowledge has been operationally defined as objective knowledge and subjective 

knowledge (Bettman and Park 1980; Brucks 1985; Flynn and Goldsmith 1999; Monroe 

1976; Park, Mothersbaugh, and Feick 1994). Peracchio and Tybout (1996) explained the 

operation of product knowledge with elaborate and not-elaborate knowledge constructs. 

In addition, given the condition of use, Frey and Foppa (1986) suggested the idea of 

personal knowledge. In the following section, these various definitions of product 

knowledge and how they are related will be examined.  

2.1.1. Familiarity and Expertise 

Alba and Hutchinson (1987) suggested that consumer knowledge has two 

components: familiarity and expertise. Familiarity is the number of product-related 

experiences accumulated by consumers, and it is based on purchase, use, and experience. 

Consistency theory explains how consumers‟ existing familiarity affects subsequent 

attitude formation when they are exposed to a brand. Furthermore, it explains why 

consumers with high familiarity tend to have more polarized attitudes than those with low 

familiarity (Festinger 1957; Festinger and Carlsmith 1959; Heider 1958). Figure 2 

presents the consistency theory model. Consumers prefer consistent relationship between 

PX and OX, which generate less psychological discomfort. However, when they are not 

matched, consumers‟ attitudes will be adjusted to reduce the psychological discomfort 
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due to such incongruity. In other words, consumers are more likely to refute X in order to 

reduce the imbalance state. If both the pre-existing attitudes toward the source and 

messages are positive or negative, then there will be no pressure for attitude changes. 

However, there will be pressure for attitude changes when the directions are different 

from each other (Chao, Wüher, and Werani 2005; Tannenbaum 1968). In general, 

consumers tend to have firmly-rooted attitudes toward the familiar brand. Therefore, they 

are more likely to maintain their existing attitudes toward the brand by negating counter-

attitudinal message.  

Figure 2. Consistency Theory Model 
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However, it does not necessarily mean that all consumers with high brand 

familiarity successfully refute the counter-attitudinal information, particularly when the 

source of information is highly credible and trustworthy (Chao, Wüher, and Werani 2005; 

Tannenbaum 1968). If consumers have no choice but to accept the counter-attitudinal 

information, they will be less likely to refute the counter-attitudinal information. 

Nevertheless, they still tend to show favorably biased attitudes toward their existing 

beliefs. At first, consumer can selectively expose themselves to congruent persuasion 

messages or intentionally ignore incongruent messages. Consumers can refute 

unfavorable information when the counter-attitudinal information is relatively easy to 

ignore. The refutability of the information is influenced by many factors such as content, 

its level of repetition, and the consumers‟ ability to counter-argue it. Consumers think 

more favorably about attitude-consistent information than attitude-inconsistent 

information. Using biased memory research, when consumers counter negative 

information, they are more apt to support their desired conclusion and are more critical to 

the validity of inconsistent information (Ahluwalia 2000). However, when it is difficult to 

simply refute negative information, consumer may choose to give less weight to the 

attribute that was negatively influenced by inconsistent information, while giving more to 

attitude-consistent attributes (Ahluwalia 2000). Finally, when consumers have to accept 

counter-attitudinal information, they minimize the negative effects by separating each 

relevant attribute that is influenced by negative information, rather than directly relating 

the whole impact on the familiar brand itself. This psychological defense system protects 
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existing attitudes from negative information by restraining spill-over effect to other 

attributes (Ahluwalia 2000).  

For example, there is a field study regarding the resistance to persuasion 

(Ahluwalia 2000). The author studied the Clinton-Lewinsky affairs. It was found that 

strong Clinton supporters raised the question of trustworthiness of Lewinsky and simply 

not to believe the rumor. However, when the Starr Report was provided as evidence, 

Clinton supporter could no longer refute the information. Interestingly, Clinton 

supporters agreed that even though he might be unethical and morally wrong as a 

President, they did not relate those personality attributes to other dimensions such as 

knowledge, intelligence, work performance, and compassion dimensions. This result 

illustrated that there were no spill-over effects to other personality dimensions. 

Meanwhile, attitude polarization theory may help explain how familiarity 

sometimes produces polarized attitude toward a brand (Alba and Hutchinson 2000; Lord, 

Ross, and Lepper 1979). There is considerable evidence that consumers tend to interpret 

subsequent evidence in a way to maintain their initial beliefs. Holyoak and Simon (1999) 

also found that desire for a consistent and coherent decision may prompt consumers to 

regard even ambiguous information as increasingly supportive of an originally supported 

position. Once consumers formed initial beliefs, they tend to continue to evaluate brands 

either positively or negatively aligned with their existing attitudes. For example, Lord, 

Ross, and Lepper (1979) conducted experiments in order to identify how existing beliefs 

about capital punishment affects subsequent attitude formation when they are exposed to 

pro-attitudinal and counter-attitudinal information. They found that subjects tended to 
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regard the information that supports their original positions as more reliable and 

convincing than the information that conflicted with their original positions. It is 

important to note that whichever view they held initially, subjects tended to hold that 

position more strongly after reading information that supported their existing position. 

Therefore, consumers tend to be concerned with their attitudes toward a brand aligned 

with their existing attitudes when they are exposed to subsequent brand information. 

Zajonc (1968) also found that mere exposure to a brand enhances attitudes toward 

the brand if the previous exposure toward the brand generated positive attitudes. On the 

other hand, if previous encounters have been negative, further exposure toward the brand 

seems to produce increasingly negative evaluation (Burgess and Sales 1971; Suedfeld, 

Epstein, Buchanan, and Landon 1971). When consumers generate positive evaluation in 

the wake of additional subsequent exposure, the consumers who have spent relatively 

more time thinking about the brand tend to be more positive than consumers who have 

spent relatively less time thinking about the brand. Likewise, when consumers generate 

negative evaluation in the wake of additional subsequent exposure, the consumers who 

have spent relatively more time thinking about the brand tend to be more negative than 

consumers who have spent relatively less time thinking about the brand (Tesser 1978).  

Attitude polarization tends to increase even in the presence of counter-attitudinal 

evidence. People tend to support their existing attitudes by dismissing and discounting 

evidence that contradicts their initial attitudes (Lord, Ross, and Lepper 1979). In other 

words, consumers are more likely to derive support from evidence that seems consistent 

with their existing attitudes. Through such biased assimilation, even a random set of 
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outcomes or events can appear to support an entrenched attitude. The underlying 

psychological mechanism is that consumers tend to have a propensity to remember the 

strengths of confirming evidence but the weaknesses of disconfirming evidence. 

Therefore, consumers tend to judge confirming evidence as relevant and reliable such 

that they are more likely to accept confirming evidence that supports their existing 

attitudes. In contrast, they are more likely to scrutinize disconfirming evidence 

hypercritically (Lord, Ross, and Lepper 1979). Ahluwalia (2000) also found evidence to 

support this view.  

Put in the context of product knowledge, knowledgeable consumers tend to have 

extensive networks of knowledge reflecting substantial prior thoughts and evaluations 

of a brand. Therefore, they are likely to make inferences that are more polarized than 

those with a less elaborate knowledge structure (Söderlund 2002). Söderlund (2002) 

found out that high product knowledge was associated with more extreme post-

purchase responses in terms of consumer satisfaction, repurchase intentions, and word-

of-mouth intentions compared to low product knowledge. More specifically, it was 

found that consumers with high product knowledge expressed a higher level of 

satisfaction and behavioral intentions than did those with low product knowledge when 

service performance was high. On the other hand, consumers with high product 

knowledge expressed lower levels of satisfaction and behavioral intentions than did 

those with low product knowledge when the service performance was low. This is 

because consumers with high product knowledge may use a different frame or set of 

reference for evaluations compared to those with low product knowledge. 
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Muthukrishnan (1995) also supports the notion that higher level of elaboration and 

experience could lead to a stronger preference for the target brand and higher 

confidence in the decision. In contrast, a limited knowledge structure, which reflects 

little prior thoughts, produces moderate rather than extreme effects (Peracchio and 

Tybout 1996). As long as consumers are involved in forming an attitude toward a brand, 

the polarization pattern is expected because consumers need to assimilate additional 

encounters with the brand such that the evaluation would be consistent with prior 

evaluation. 

On the other hand, product expertise, the other dimension of product knowledge, 

can be defined as the ability to perform product-related tasks (Rao and Monroe 1988; 

Rao and Sieben 1992). In other words, expertise is measured relative to performance 

criterion and means increased ability. Although product familiarity is expected to 

contribute to the formulation of product knowledge, familiarity alone cannot be a 

sufficient condition for explaining product knowledge without considering product 

expertise (Cordell 1997). Put another way, product-related experience itself does not 

guarantee to lead consumers to be product experts, although it may help them 

understand product usage. For example, general drivers who have bought different 

brands of automobiles may feel that they are familiar with driving them. However, they 

are not considered as automobile experts considering their limited knowledge of 

repairing and maintenance. Consumer expertise can be dichotomized into two ends of a 

continuum. One end is the repetition-based expertise, typically a physical form of 

expertise. The other end of the continuum is knowledge-based expertise that can be 
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improved primarily based on exploration and learning process. Therefore, product 

expertise is a distinctive concept from familiarity and its effects on product evaluation 

also could be different.  

In spite of the conceptual differences between familiarity and expertise, these two 

concepts jointly contribute to the building of consumer knowledge base since they 

explain how consumer knowledge is informed. Consumers with high brand familiarity 

and expertise are more likely to accumulate basic knowledge than those with low brand 

familiarity and expertise. Therefore, familiarity and expertise provide the foundation of 

knowledge on which consumers are able to process additional internal and external 

information as well as build up product knowledge structure. 

2.1.2. Elaborate and Not-elaborate Knowledge Structure 

Peracchio and Tybout (1996) further conceptualized product knowledge into two 

different sub-dimensions: elaborate knowledge and not-elaborate knowledge. An 

elaborate knowledge structure is one that is extensive, affords complex inferential 

processing, and contains extreme affect toward product features. Consumers with 

elaborate knowledge are less likely to be influenced by schema congruity than those with 

not-elaborate knowledge. Due to the extensive knowledge structure, consumers with 

elaborate knowledge are more likely to accommodate new information that is 

incongruent with their existing product-related schema with relatively little effort (Heath 

and Tversky 1991). In other words, many links among elements in elaborate knowledge 

structure are more likely to be unitized with frequent activations. As a result, accessing 

elements in elaborate knowledge structure may require less cognitive effort than 
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accessing elements in not-elaborate structure (Peracchio and Tybout 1996). Elaborate 

knowledge reduces the perception of incongruity and the effort required to accommodate 

incongruity. An elaborate knowledge structure facilitates concept-driven information 

processing, whereby new information is related to existing knowledge and evaluative 

inferences regarding important product features are likely to happen. Given the extensive 

knowledge network, the evaluative inferences tend to be more varied and may reflect 

substantial prior thoughts. Also, such inferences are more likely to be polarized or 

extreme than those associated with a less elaborate knowledge structure. 

In contrast, not-elaborate knowledge is a type of knowledge structure that 

contains a limited amount of information, has few interconnections and inferences, and 

lacks strong affective associations to specific attributes. When knowledge is limited, 

there will be few linkages among its elements in a rudimentary fashion and new external 

information tend to be interpreted literally and in the order in which it is shown. 

Additionally, limited knowledge structure means little issue-related thought. Meanwhile, 

affect associated with product features tend to be moderate and less extreme. Consumers 

with limited product knowledge structure may use simple rules such as schema-congruity 

when they process product information. One of the reasons could be that consumers with 

limited knowledge structure are more likely to experience schema incongruity. In other 

words, consumers with less elaborate knowledge tend to use an unmatched disparity 

between new product information and existing rudimentary product-related schema as a 

simple decision making criteria (Zhou and Nakamoto 2007). Also, the limited 

connections among elements in a not-elaborate knowledge structure mean that additional 
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cognitive effort will be necessary to reconcile such incongruities. Thus, consumers with 

impoverished product knowledge structure are likely to be especially sensitive to schema-

inconsistent information.  

Although the elaborate and not-elaborate knowledge structures have been used to 

explain product knowledge, other researchers employed different concepts. In the 

following section, objective and subjective knowledge will be examined. Also, how this 

classification is developed and how it differs from elaborate and not-elaborate knowledge 

structure will be examined.  

2.1.3. Objective and Subjective Knowledge 

Operationally, product knowledge has been conceptualized either in terms of what 

people think that they know about a product (subjective knowledge) or in terms of the 

precise attribute-based information that consumers have stored in their memory 

(objective knowledge) (Alba and Hutchinson 1987; Bettman and Park 1980; Brucks 

1985; Flynn and Goldsmith 1999; Lichtenstein and Fischhoff 1977; Monroe 1976; Park, 

Mothersbaugh, and Feick 1994). Previous studies found that subjective and objective 

knowledge are correlated in various aspects. Selnes and Gronhaug (1986) found a 

somewhat positive relationship between subjective and objective knowledge. 

Furthermore, Cole, Gaeth, and Singh (1986) provided evidence that subjective, objective 

knowledge and experience are all correlated. In fact, it is true that what people think they 

know tend to depend on what they actually know as well as their self-confidence in the 

amount and type of knowledge stored in memory (Alba and Hutchinson 2000).   
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In particular, previous studies found that subjective knowledge was correlated 

with consumers‟ self-confidence (Alba and Hutchinson 2000; Camerer and Johnson 

1991; Keren 1987; Wood and Lynch 2002). They found that overconfidence may not 

only bias consumer decision making process but also prevent them from engaging in 

accurate product evaluation. It should be noted that having high product knowledge does 

not necessarily result in accurate information processing (Alba and Hutchinson 2000; 

Camerer and Johnson 1991). Consumers with high product knowledge sometimes fail to 

perform accuracy-oriented information processing since they are influenced by 

overconfidence, the “feeling-of-knowing” phenomenon. Thus, the use of inappropriate 

inference rules while they encode new information or retrieve stored information in 

memory. Overconfidence produces biased perception in consumers by allowing them to 

assume that they know more than they do, even in the presence of other highly 

predictive cues (Alba and Hutchinson 2000; Broniarczyk and Alba 1994; Moorman 

1999). Other researchers also found that consumers with high product knowledge tended 

to be more overconfident (Keren 1987) and uncritically accept their self-generated 

beliefs (Levin, Chapman, and Johnson 1988).  

As the amount of information given increases, highly knowledgeable consumers‟ 

confidence in their performance increases, although the actual accuracy in performance 

does not increase (Oskamp 1965). Thus, overconfidence may inhibit information search. 

Confidence in one‟s ability to learn could motivate learning efforts, but confidence in 

product knowledge could retard such efforts. In other words, if consumers with high 

product knowledge have undue confidence that new product information will be 
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unnecessary compared with what they already know, they may process information far 

less thoroughly than their capabilities allow and learn less than those with low product 

knowledge (Wood and Lynch 2002). Also, consumers with high product knowledge may 

infer product attributes or usage when relevant product information is unavailable or 

ignored. Such inferences will be accurate only insofar as product knowledge is 

applicable, but relying on inappropriate inference heuristics may cause knowledgeable 

consumers to misjudge in product evaluation. Thus, automatic reliance on product 

knowledge may prevent information processing in new environments, particularly when 

new information renders prior existing knowledge and old inference rules obsolete. 

 Consumers‟ overconfidence provides a further reason to explain why experts 

sometimes fail to carry out accurate product evaluation. Reder and Ritter (1992) defined 

the “feeling-of-knowing” as a metacognitive preretrieval process where consumers assess 

their memory for a specific piece of memory. For example, when buying a digital camera, 

a consumer must choose either to retrieve a previously computed solution (e.g., 

analogous image in film) or to compute the solution anew (e.g., digital image in flash 

memory chips). At first they may judge the probability that they possess the correct 

answer in memory by assessing their “feeling of knowing.” If consumers are familiar 

with the working mechanisms of film camera, they are more likely to choose to recall the 

information from their existing memory than compute it anew. Thus, increased 

familiarity leads to a stronger judgment of feeling-of-knowing and, subsequently, the 

application of a recall strategy than re-solve strategy in order to understand the working 

mechanism of a digital camera. Consumers with high product knowledge tend to recall 
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information rather than recalculate them based on the information given. However, if the 

problem changes (e.g., newly introduced attributes or features to a product category) but 

its terminology does not, highly knowledgeable consumers may misjudge and recall prior 

knowledge rather than re-compute and update it. Thus, the feeling-of-knowing may cause 

knowledgeable consumers to inappropriately rely on self-generated subjective inferences.  

Nevertheless, objective and subjective knowledge influence search and choice 

behavior differently because the underlying mechanism through which they impact 

information search and processing could be different (Alba and Hutchinson 2000; 

Moorman, Diehl, Brinberg, and Kidwell 2004; Park and Lessig 1981; Rao and Monroe 

1988). Park and Lessig (1981) found that objective knowledge contributes to 

understanding the impact of memory contents on the consumers‟ product evaluation and 

choice decisions, whereas subjective knowledge provides information about consumers‟ 

systematic biases and heuristics in product evaluations and decisions. In other words, 

while objective knowledge determines the true knowledge that consumers have in their 

memory, subjective knowledge reflects self-assessment and it helps define consumer 

decision making strategies and tactics based on what they think they know (Park and 

Lessig 1981). Additionally, objective knowledge largely depends on stored information 

on a product class, as opposed to subjective knowledge that relies more on product-

related experience. Rudell (1979) also found that higher levels of objective knowledge 

are related to greater use of newly acquired information, whereas subjective knowledge 

was positively related to dependence on existing product knowledge.  
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Compared with elaborate and not-elaborate knowledge structure reviewed earlier, 

the conceptualization of objective and subjective knowledge focuses on the classification 

of two different types of product knowledge. Objective and subjective knowledge tend to 

take on the state-oriented perspective. Unlike the elaborate and not-elaborate knowledge 

structure that may evolve over time along the continuum of the elaboration, objective and 

subjective knowledge are two distinct types of product knowledge. No matter how much 

consumers elaborate on the objective knowledge, it will not become subjective 

knowledge, although different levels of elaboration will exist within the objective 

knowledge. Conversely, extensive elaboration of subjective knowledge does not 

transform it into objective knowledge. Most research that employed objective and 

subjective knowledge tends to assume them as a state of knowledge. In this way, 

researchers are able to measure different types of existing product knowledge.  

2.1.4. Personal Knowledge  

In addition, Frey and Foppa (1986) added another knowledge construct, personal 

knowledge from the economic aspect. According to Frey and Foppa (1986), personal 

knowledge is defined as “what a particular consumer takes to apply to himself, and which 

is therefore taken into consideration for his own behavior” (p. 149). In other words, 

personal knowledge directs each individual consumer which information in the memory 

should be taken into consideration and used to cope with different situations strategically. 

However, it should be noted that personal knowledge is different from subjective and 

objective knowledge because not all subjective and objective knowledge is accepted by 

individual consumers in their specific situation. Frey and Foppa (1986) argued that the 
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complete understanding of human behavior involves consideration of the types of 

environmental constraints that surround consumers and knowledge that defines the 

possibility set in the decision making stage. The most important constraints defining 

possibility set consist of resources (e.g., income and price, available time, physical 

constraints), the state of technique (e.g., technological and social) and standards (formal 

and informal norms and values). Consumers make their decision within the possibility set 

after considering these constraints. Frey and Foppa (1986) argued that in order to 

completely understand consumer behavior, it is necessary to consider how personal 

knowledge is applied to consumer decision making process. 

Given the multidimensional nature and the wide scope of the product knowledge 

construct, a single term such as familiarity, expertise, experience, elaborate and not-

elaborate knowledge, objective and subjective knowledge, and personal knowledge may 

not capture the complete essence of product knowledge. Also, the underlying 

assumptions and boundary conditions of each definition vary widely in terms of the 

formation of the knowledge structure and the processing of information based on the 

existing knowledge structure. Taken together, these various aspects are helpful to 

identifying how product knowledge can be built up in different developmental stages and 

how internal and external information are integrated into existing knowledge structure. 

Among these various definitions, objective and subjective knowledge have been 

most widely used by researchers in cross-border alliance studies. This conceptualization 

not only synthesizes the various definitions of product knowledge cohesively but also 

provides ample empirical evidence (Brucks 1985; Lin and Chen 2006). Indeed, there are 
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many researchers who have employed objective and subjective knowledge in their studies. 

For example, Lin and Chen (2006) asserted that product knowledge depends on 

consumer‟s awareness and or understanding about the product, or consumers‟ confidence 

in it. Wang (2001) reviewed extensive literature and concluded that many researchers 

used objective and subjective knowledge in their studies. Specifically, Park and Lessig 

(1981) used consumers‟ perception of how much they know as an index to measure 

product knowledge. Also, Johnson and Russo (1984) used the amount, type, and 

organization of what the consumer has stored in his or her memory as an index. Finally, 

Rudell (1979) used an examination score to measure objective knowledge as well as self-

evaluation inventory to measure subjective knowledge. Thus, the conceptual and 

operational definitions of objective and subjective knowledge are deemed appropriate to 

include in further investigation of its role in consumer decision-making and in cross-

border strategic brand alliance.  

2.2. Product Knowledge in Consumer Decision-Making 

Past research has found that consumers‟ product knowledge could significantly 

affect the way they process information in their decision making processes (Cowley and 

Mitchell 2003; Rao and Monroe 1988; Wood and Lynch 2002). Consumers with different 

levels of product knowledge have differentially developed schema and, therefore, tend to 

use different types of information at various stages of product evaluation (Bettman and 

Park 1980; Park and Lessig 1981). 
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2.2.1. Low vs. High Product Knowledge 

 In general, consumers with high product knowledge tend to have well-developed 

knowledge structures or schema about a product. These well-developed knowledge 

structures could activate associations in the schema and result in the use of the evaluative 

criteria and rules for product assessment. Thus, as consumers become more 

knowledgeable about a product, they tend to rely on product attribute information in their 

product evaluation (Park and Lessig 1981). A previous study found that consumers with 

high product knowledge reported more cognitive responses when presented with 

technical advertising (Edell and Mitchell 1978). Technical ads tend to generate the 

greatest increase in purchase intentions for consumers who have substantial product 

experience, whereas non-technical ads are most effective for those with little or no 

experience (Anderson and Jolson 1980). One of the reasons could be that consumers with 

low product knowledge are more likely to spend more cognitive efforts and time 

evaluating attributes as they try to set up criteria for product evaluation than consumers 

with high knowledge and experience who already possess those evaluative criteria 

(Bettman and Park 1980).  

2.2.2. Low vs. Moderate vs. High Product Knowledge 

Bettman and Park (1980) further examined the relationship between product 

knowledge and product evaluation by trichotomizing product knowledge. They found a 

consistent pattern in that consumers with moderate knowledge tend to do more 

processing of the currently available external information and rely less on product 

knowledge than those with low and high knowledge. Consumers with low product 
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knowledge may not have the ability or motivation to process the information in their 

product evaluation. Due to the lack of existing product knowledge, consumers with low 

product knowledge may seek a simple solution instead of going over detailed attribute-

based information. On the other hand, consumers with high product knowledge tend to 

have enough ability but are not necessarily motivated to process much current 

information, as they do not need to. They can rely on product knowledge in their memory 

and their prior experiences.  

Johnson and Russo (1984) also supported the notion that product knowledge 

effects show an inverted-U shape pattern between learning and information seeking 

behavior. It shows that consumers with low and high product knowledge are less likely to 

search additional information laboriously than those with moderate product knowledge. 

Low and high knowledge consumers are likely to rely on the diagnostic function of 

existing information. Put another way, consumers with low and high product knowledge 

may use brand name as a simple heuristic cue. In particular, as consumers become more 

and more sophisticated through advertising, point-of-purchase displays, usage 

experiences, they tend to engage in brand level processing that requires a memory 

structure organized around brand information. Therefore, consumers with either low or 

high product knowledge are more likely to rely on simple rule of thumbs even though 

they have different reasons to use them. On the other hand, consumers with moderate 

knowledge are more likely to put in cognitive effort and seek additional information. 

Indeed, they possess enough ability and motivation to devote substantial processing effort 

to product evaluation. Also, they may have sufficient product knowledge to be able to 
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process currently available information. However, it is important to note that the level of 

existing product knowledge alone may not be enough to complete accurate product 

evaluation.  

2.2.3. Type of Information and Product Knowledge 

Meanwhile, consumers‟ product knowledge differentially affects the use of 

different types of product information (Miyazaki, Grewal, and Goodstein 2005). The type 

of product information can be classified into extrinsic cues and intrinsic cues. These cues 

are used to determine product quality (Miyazaki, Grewal, and Goodstein 2005). 

According to information integration theory, consumers arrive at product judgments 

based on combining intrinsic and extrinsic cues. Specifically, intrinsic cues are essential 

and inseparable from the physical product. On the other hand, extrinsic cues (e.g., price, 

warranty, country-of-origin, or brand name) are not physical components of the product, 

and changes to them have no material effects on the actual performance of product. 

However, they often serve as cues that may affect consumers‟ quality perceptions 

(Kirmani and Rao 2000; Phau and Suntornnond 2006; Schaefer 1997). In general, 

intrinsic cues tend to dominate extrinsic cues for formulating evaluations because they 

are deemed more useful than extrinsic cues (Purohit and Srivastava 2001; Rao and 

Monroe 1988). Nevertheless, when intrinsic cues are scarce or not deemed useful, or 

when consumers are not able to and not motivated to process them, extrinsic cues tend to 

be used to assess product quality, resulting in an evaluation that is more heuristic in 

nature (Monroe 2003; Suri and Monroe 2003).  
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With respect to the levels of product knowledge, previous studies found that 

consumers with either low or high product knowledge in comparison to those with 

moderate knowledge are likely to use extrinsic cues but for different reasons (Park and 

Lessig 1981; Rao and Monroe 1988). Consumers with low product knowledge use 

extrinsic cues as a simple heuristic for product evaluation because they are unable to 

process attribute-based information. In fact, consumers with low product knowledge 

could be aware of a positive association between brand name and product quality in the 

market place. However, they have no other choice but to rely solely on brand name 

because they are unable to analyze and integrate other reliable information in order to 

supplement their product evaluation. As a result, consumers with low product knowledge 

are less selective in what information they examine prior to making a product choice 

(Cowley and Mitchell 2003).  

In contrast, consumers with high product knowledge may use extrinsic cues in 

order to supplement other attributes-related schema or vice versa. To the extent that 

knowledgeable consumers have experienced through the acquisition of product 

knowledge that extrinsic cue such as brand name, price, and country-of-origin becomes 

an accurate indicator of product quality, they will look for cognitive shortcuts in decision 

making and use them strategically to evaluate relative product quality. Particularly, if a 

product is known to have a favorable brand name and quality association in the 

marketplace, consumers with high product knowledge are aware of such a positive 

association and will be confident that the brand name is a reliable signal of product 

quality (Rao and Monroe 1988). It has also been found that consumers with high product 
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knowledge were more selective in what information they examine prior to making a 

product evaluation because they knew what attributes should be examined to make the 

best decision (Cowley and Mitchell 2003). At the same time, if through acquisition of 

product knowledge, knowledgeable consumers learn that those cues are not accurate 

predictors of quality, then they may use other intrinsic or extrinsic cues selectively to 

assess product quality. Considering that consumers with high product knowledge are 

capable of using both extrinsic and/or intrinsic cues at their discretion, they are more 

likely to depend on the diagnostic value of the extrinsic information. 

Regardless of the different reasons of using extrinsic cues, consumers with low 

and high product knowledge tend to engage in brand level processing or relational 

elaboration in which they select one brand, examine several of its attributes, then select 

another brand and consider its attributes (Bettman and Park 1980). In other words, brand 

level or relational elaboration processing may involve associating information pertaining 

to the product category where the target brand is perceived to hold membership or 

focusing on similarities that may help classify or connect individual brands (e.g., Nike or 

Reebok athletic shoes for injury-prevention benefits). Consumers with high product 

knowledge are able to choose their preferred brand based on their existing product 

knowledge and experience and, then compare specific attribute functions between brands 

(Malaviya 2007; Meyers-Levy and Malaviya 1999). Also, they may be able to simply 

retrieve information about preferred brands due to affect referral as they recollect the 

positive attitudes toward a brand (Coupey, Irwin, and Payne 1998; Wright 1975). 
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On the other hand, consumers with moderate knowledge may have the basic 

degree of familiarity necessary to assess the importance of attributes but are not familiar 

enough to use brand name alone for product evaluation. As a result, they are most likely 

to use intrinsic cues in their product evaluations which are derived from the actual 

physical product (Olson 1978). Put another way, consumers with moderate product 

knowledge tend to engage in attribute level processing or item-specific elaboration in 

which they first examine values for several brands on a particular attributes, then select 

another attribute and compares several brands on it. In other words, they focus on the 

particulars of specific features and connect these features to a brand (e.g., air-chamber 

cushion in Nike and DMX foam cushioning technology in Reebok). In this case, 

consumers may look for benefits from specific attribute functions first and, then evaluate 

brands to see if they have these attributes (Malaviya 2007; Meyers-Levy and Malaviya 

1999). 

  Wood and Lynch (2002) also explained that product experts tend to use more 

automated thinking processes than novices. Automatic information processing could 

speed up information processing because it is fast, effortless, and does not require 

conscious control and can also be carried out without attention. Therefore, automatic 

information processing may free up available resources that are otherwise delegated to 

other cognitive tasks such as learning new information. Also, consumers with high 

product knowledge are able to categorize more information in detail and thus, could 

attend to more subtle perceptual factors in distinguishing between category members than 

do consumers with low product knowledge (Johnson and Mervis 1997). Highly 
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developed structure of product knowledge allows for the development of abstract 

schemata which facilitate rapid problem recognition and reduce cognitive efforts for 

information search in memory. Furthermore, knowledgeable consumers could seek more 

relevant information prior to problem solving because they are already familiar with 

existing attributes and can examine those attributes more effectively (Wood and Lynch 

2002).  Table 1 summarizes past research findings at different levels of product 

knowledge. 

Table 1. Findings of Product Knowledge 

 
Level of Product Knowledge 

Low Moderate High 

Problem 

Recognition 
Slow Moderate Fast 

Motivation Low High Low to high 

Ability to Process Low Low to High High 

Salient Cue Extrinsic Intrinsic Extrinsic/Intrinsic 

Processing Level 
Brand  

(Relational) 

Attribute  

(Item-specific) 

Brand  

(Relational) 

Information 

Seeking Behavior 
Low High Low 

Processing Route 
Peripheral 

(Heuristic) 

Central  

(Systematic) 

Peripheral  

(Heuristic) 

Processing 

Automaticity 
Automatic  

Controlled/ 

Conscious 
Automatic 

Knowledge 

Structure 

Less Developed/ 

Organized 

Moderately 

Developed/Organized  

Highly 

Developed/Organized 

 

Although it is important for consumers to be knowledgeable in order to evaluate a 

brand, it is not always possible for them to do so for every brand. Considering that cross-

border brand alliance involves brands from different countries, this task becomes even 
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more daunting for consumers. Among the many factors to consider, the image of brands‟ 

country-of-origin is becoming more important (Lee and Brinberg 1995). Country-of-

origin cue, as a type of secondary associations interacts with other important factors and 

affect consumer decision making process (Hong and Wyer 1989, 1990; Klein, Ettenson, 

and Morris 1998). In particular, even though country-of-origin may directly affect 

product quality (Teas and Argawal 2000), the joint effects of brand name and country-of-

origin cue have not been fully delineated. Therefore, how country-of-origin cue 

influences strategic brand alliance will be explained in the next section. 

3. The Role of Country-of-Origin in Cross-Border Strategic Brand Alliance 

Extensive theoretical research has been conducted to provide evidence of the 

country-of-origin phenomenon and its effects (Brouthers and Xu 2002; Cordell 1992; 

Johansson and Nebenzahl 1986; Klein 2002; Lee, Yun, and Lee 2005; Nagashima 1970; 

Roth and Romeo 1992). Since Schooler (1965) first explored the country image in his 

research, it has been found that country image has had a profound impact on consumer 

recognition, attitude, and purchasing intention. In addition to that, Bilkey and Nes (1982) 

reviewed articles related to country-of-origin from 1965 and to 1979 and verified that the 

country-of-origin does have effects on product appraisal, the manufacturing industry, and 

the consumer purchase decision. Although many topics of country-of-origin studies are 

confined to manufacturing industry or consumer product, certain types of service industry 

has also been explored such as vacation, medical, catering, and financial and insurance 

services. In spite of the different focal topics, these previous studies have demonstrated 

that consumers tend to unfairly evaluate products or services from developing countries 
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because of stereotypical judgment (Brodowsky, Tan, and Meilich 2004; Liu and Johnson 

2005). Thus, products made in developing countries are faced with unreasonable 

psychological barriers in the international markets. 

In particular, country image is an important factor in evaluating cross-border 

strategic brand alliance because the fit between countries is closely related to the image 

of each country. Thus, examining country-of-origin is necessary for understanding how 

country-of-origin fit works in cross-border strategic brand alliance. In the following 

section, various definitions of country-of-origin will be reviewed. Also, how country-of-

origin fit works in cross-border strategic brand alliance will be reviewed. 

3.1. Country-of-Origin: Definitions 

Researchers have long suggested that the country-of-origin effect could impact 

brand equity (Thakor and Katsanis 1997; Yasin, Noor, and Mohamad 2007). Nagashima 

(1970) conceptually defined the country-of-origin as “the picture, the reputation, and the 

stereotypes that businesses and consumers attach to products of a specific country” (p. 

68). Chiou (2003) and Maheswaran (1994) also referred the country-of-origin as how 

consumers feel about products originating from a particular country. Researchers have 

concluded that country-of-origin is one of the important factors in marketing foreign 

products (Nagashima 1977; Schooler 1971). Aaker (1991) and Keller (1993) both argued 

that country-of-origin could influence a brand‟s equity by generating secondary 

associations for the brand. In situations where, brands from one country are being made 

available to consumers in other countries, the country origin of a brand tends to influence 

consumers‟ perceptions as well as their behavior (Pappu, Quester, and Cooksey 2006).  
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3.2. Product Knowledge and Country-of-Origin Effects 

Previous studies have also found that consumers are not always affected by 

country-of-origin cues and further identify that its effects on product evaluation vary 

depending on the level of consumer product knowledge (Chiou 2003; Liu and Johnson 

2005; Maheswaran 1994; Shaefer 1997). In fact, the country origin of a brand as an 

extrinsic cue is known to impact consumers‟ perceptions (Hong and Wyer 1989). It has 

been found that consumers use country-of-origin cues as a cognitive shortcut when other 

information is scarce. Similar to other extrinsic cues such as price and warranty, country-

of-origin cues do not directly affect product performance (Cordell 1992). Specifically, 

consumers who have low product knowledge are more likely to use country-of-origin 

cues as indicators of product quality. This is due to their inability to analyze intrinsic cues 

such as physical product attributes (Maheswaran 1994; Rao and Monroe 1988). It was 

also found that country-of-origin has a significant impact on product evaluation 

particularly when consumers are less motivated to process available information when 

they have low product knowledge (Verlegh, Steenkamp, and Meulenberg 2005). Put 

another way, country-of-origin cues could positively influence novices‟ expectations of 

purchase intention when country-of-origin cues are favorable. Conversely, country-of-

origin cues could negatively affect novices‟ expectations of purchase intention when the 

cues are unfavorable (Biswas and Sherrell 1993; Chao, Wüher, and Werani 2005; Chiou 

2003). On the other hand, consumers with high product knowledge are able to perform 

product-related tasks successfully and have extensive pre-existing knowledge about 

product types, usage, and purchase information. Therefore, product experts are more 
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likely to rely on attribute-based information rather than stereotypical information in their 

evaluation and decision making processes (Chao, Wüher, and Werani 2005; Chiou 2003). 

Also, researchers concluded that consumer attitude would be more persistent and less 

affected by country-of-origin cues over time when consumers have high product 

knowledge and motivation to process product-related attributes information (Maheswaran 

1994; Rao and Monroe 1988).   

The effectiveness of strategic brand alliance may depend on where the host and 

partner brands are coming from. It is believed that the relatively less favorable country 

image of a host or partner brand could have a detrimental effect on creating a positive 

perception of the strategic brand alliance (Thakor and Katsanis 1997). In particular, an 

inferior country-of-origin of a partner brand could not only tarnish the image of a host 

brand itself but also could erode the overall effectiveness of strategic brand alliance. For 

example, it was found that Japanese brands of automobiles such as Honda and Mazda lost 

their attractiveness when they were manufactured in countries such as Mexico and the 

Philippines compared to when they were made in Japan (Johansson and Nebenzahl 1986). 

In contrast, brands from countries with positive images tend to generate synergistic 

effects in strategic brand alliance. For example, brand names such as Sony or Toyota 

clearly remind consumers their country-of-origin. Also, consumers might believe that 

Japanese car product category is very reliable and durable by the very fact that the 

brand‟s country-of-origin is Japan. Furthermore, the synergistic effects of brand alliance 

will be more profound, particularly when the host brand is positioned as a category 

dominator in the target market (Bluemelhuber, Carter, and Lambe 2007; Pappu, Quester, 
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and Cooksey 2006; Thakor and Katsanis 1997). For example, Faquhar and Herr (1993) 

argued that product category-brand associations (e.g., luxury watch ↔ Rolex) help 

consumers evoke country-of-origin since consumers could recall a product category when 

they think of a brand name. Reversely, they also recall a product category and brand 

name when they think of a country-of-origin (e.g., luxury watch ↔ Rolex ↔ Swiss).  

Although various conceptualizations and considerations of strategic brand alliance 

exist, its effects would be different depending on the levels of consumer product 

knowledge. Also, given the emergence and growth of cross-border strategic brand 

alliance, it is important to take a close look at the effects of country-of-origin. Strategic 

brand alliance has been an important business strategy particularly for less known partner 

brand when introducing new product or services in a global market. With the growing 

popularity of cross-border strategic brand alliance, advertising industry also need to 

follow business practices in order to communicate appropriate messages to consumers in 

an effective and efficient manner. Although ample studies regarding strategic brand 

alliance have been conducted in general, there has been a sparse attempt to investigate 

how advertising alliance help advertisers and marketers communicate messages in cross-

border business context. Given that an important component of success or failure of 

strategic brand alliance depends on how such information is presented to the consumers, 

how consumers react to product or brand incongruity in advertising and how they cope 

with resolving these issues by deploying different information processing modes will be 

examined in the next section. By investigating these factors affecting strategic brand 
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alliance in advertising, the full range of strategic brand alliance in cross-border context 

will be adequately explored.  

4. How Is Strategic Brand Alliance Communicated? 

In today‟s global market environment, brand competition is increasingly 

augmented by various forms of strategic brand alliance. Consequently, strategic brand 

alliance has been in the center of brand communications where two brands from similar 

or dissimilar product categories are combined (e.g., Fruit of the Loom and Dodge Ram 

Van). In general, strategic brand alliance is most effective when the two combined brands 

are complementary to each other and have shared usage situations or attributes (Gammoh, 

Voss, and Chakraborty 2006; Samu, Krishnan, and Smith 1999; Voss and Gammoh 

2004). In the following section, how product complementarity and advertising strategy 

that employed shared usage situations or attributes affect consumer decision making 

process will be discussed.  

As reviewed earlier, product fit and brand fit are important factors that help 

consumers understand why two different products or brands are combined together 

(Simonin and Ruth 1998). Consumers determine the degree of complementarity based on 

their perceived brand fit or product fit that explains how much the performance or the use 

of one product is related to the second product or vice versa. When the perceived fit 

between two product categories or brands is high (e.g., car and car stereo), consumers 

tend to think that the two products are complementary to each other and the memory link 

between the two categories will be strong.  
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Making use of shared usage situations or overlapping attributes have been the two 

most common strategies of communication in strategic brand alliance. Samu, Krishnan, 

and Smith (1999) categorized existing cases of such advertising alliance to illustrate how 

these two strategies have been employed to communicate strategic brand alliance. For 

example, Kellogg/Tropicana, Blockbuster/Bird‟s Eye, and Campbell‟s Soup/Oscar Mayer 

are types of horizontal alliance with high product complementarity. These brands are 

linked to usage situations such as breakfast, dinner and a movie, and making delicious 

lunch respectively. On the other hand, although Tide/Oshkosh and American Eagle 

Outfitters/Dodge Dakota are the same type of horizontal alliance, their advertising 

strategy focused on shared attributes such as „cleanness‟ and „style‟ respectively. 

Regardless of the type of brand alliance, level of product complementarity, and 

advertising strategy, the fundamental goal of alliance is to leverage the strength of 

established host brands and communication efforts need to stay true to the goal.  

However, it should be noted that even though advertisers may focus on the 

common attributes that are shared by many brands within a product category (e.g., 

cleanness attribute in detergent and sound quality in stereo), the conceptual distance 

among shared attributes and both product categories could be different depending on how 

difficult it is to infer the relationships in strategic brand alliance (Dhar and Sherman 

1996; Krishnan 1996; Sujan and Bettman 1989). For example, Tide and OshKosh share 

the same attribute of cleanness which is commonly used by many other brands in 

detergent and children‟s clothing product categories. In this case, consumers can easily 

understand why the two brands are combined together because they can infer the close 
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linkage between cleanness, laundry detergent, and children‟s clothes (Samu, Krishnan, 

and Smith 1999). Also, the brand and category links in both directions are strengthened 

because the shared attribute “cleanness” is normally associated with both product 

categories. Consumers who are exposed to an advertisement that focuses on a closely 

shared attribute in the product category are more likely to perceive the brand as 

representative of its product category. The strengthened category and brand link (e.g., 

detergent ↔ Tide) heightens brand awareness when the product category is mentioned.  

On the other hand, consumers may find it difficult to infer a shared attribute if the 

attribute is intangible (e.g., social personality) and distant from the core attribute that 

represents a product category (e.g., cleanness). Consumers may find it difficult to 

understand how the shared attribute relates to both product categories. Thus, consumers 

will need to be involved in extensive processing of the category link because the 

relationship is unfamiliar to them (Mandler 1982). Even though consumers eventually 

find the meaningful relationship between the two product categories, the brand and 

category links will not be strengthened because this attribute is not normally associated 

with the two product categories.  

5. A Summary Framework 

Based on the in-depth review provided in the previous sections, Figure 3 presents 

a conceptual framework. This framework summarizes the interwoven relationships 

among key constructs parsimoniously. Specifically, consumers may have existing pre-

attitudes toward each host and partner brand. As consumers are exposed to cross-border 

strategic brand alliance, product and brand fit and country-of-origin fit will work as 
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determinant factors for generating post-attitude toward host and partner brand. These 

factors may increase or decrease positive or negative effects on host and partner brand 

respectively. When two products are compatible and complementary to each other, 

consumers will form positive attitudes toward strategic brand alliance. Similarly, if the 

brands of two products fit well, consumers will also have favorable attitudes toward them. 

Therefore, both product fit and brand fit will be important factors that will determine 

product complementarity between host and partner brand. Meanwhile, country-of-origin 

of product is also expected to influence consumer attitudes. When two brands are from 

countries having favorable image, they are more likely to form positive consumer 

attitudes. If either or both countries have unfavorable image, cross-border strategic brand 

alliance will differentially affect consumer attitudes. Finally, consumer product 

knowledge may moderate the effects of these constructs. Considering that product and 

brand fit and country-of-origin are extrinsic cues, they indeed do not affect the product 

performance.  

Figure 3. Conceptual Framework 
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Thus, consumers with low product knowledge are more likely to rely on extrinsic 

cues due to their inability to process product relevant information than those with 

moderate product knowledge. Also, consumers with high product knowledge are more 

likely to show similar patterns of information processing in order to minimize their 

cognitive elaboration than those with moderate product knowledge. However, consumers 

with moderate product knowledge may process and evaluate product relevant information 

rather than relying on extrinsic cues such as product fit, brand fit, and country-of-origin 

fit because they do not have sufficient knowledge to cognitive elaborate product attribute 

information. Furthermore, consumers with moderate product knowledge are less likely to 

employ extrinsic cues since they understand that extrinsic cues are not directly related to 

product functions and performances. Therefore, information processing patterns for 

consumers with moderate product knowledge would be different from those with low and 

high product knowledge.  

In fact, all these constructs play very important roles in changing attitude toward 

cross-border strategic brand alliance. However, given that the focus of dissertation study 

is on cross-border strategic brand alliance, the locus of following sections will be 

bounded to country-of-origin fit between host and partner brand. At least, identifying the 

underlying relationship between product knowledge and country-of-origin fit will provide 

possible justification for this dissertation study.  
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CHAPTER III  

RESEARCH QUESTION AND HYPOTHESES 

 As globalization continues to increase market competition, consumers in many 

countries are increasingly made aware of foreign brands in their home markets. Also, 

consumers are becoming more and more skilled at evaluating various brands because 

comparisons can be made easily these days. Meanwhile, companies need to device 

appropriate strategies to effectively communicate with consumers. Among those viable 

marketing communication strategies, cross-border strategic brand alliance can be highly 

successful at helping both host and partner brands from different countries produce a 

symbiotic relationship in a competitive global market. In past strategic brand alliance 

literature, product fit and brand fit were investigated extensively and the general 

consensus is that a high fit is better at generating the desirable positive consumer 

response than low fit. However, since cross-border strategic brand alliance involves the 

additional country factor, its impact needs to be studied and understood. Therefore, this 

dissertation study will focus on the role of country-of-origin in cross-border strategic 

brand alliance. 

Given that cross-border strategic brand alliance involves at least two brands 

coming from two different countries, the images or the associations of the countries 

involved should play an important role in how consumers form their attitudes and 

evaluate the brands. Country-of-origin has been one of the widely studied concepts in 

marketing and international business (Pharr 2005). Tan and Farley (1987) described it as 

“the most researched international aspect of consumer behavior” (p. 540) while Peterson 
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and Jolibert (1995) considered it “one of the most widely studied phenomena in all the 

international business, marketing, and consumer behavior literatures” (p. 883). Intuitively, 

consumers may have less favorable attitudes toward the brand when it is coming from a 

country with less favorable country image. By the same token, consumers may hold 

favorable attitudes toward the brand when it is coming from a country with a positive 

image. In particular, when two brands are featured together, the country-of-origin fit 

between them could affect the outcome of cross-border strategic brand alliance 

(Bluemelhuber, Carter, and Lambe 2007). If the images of both countries are compatible 

and complementary to each other, consumers may be more likely to form favorable post-

cross-border strategic brand alliance attitudes toward both the host and the partner brand. 

However, if the images of the two countries involved are incompatible and 

noncomplementary to each other, consumers may form unfavorable post-attitudes toward 

the host and the partner brand even if they had positive pre-attitudes toward each brand.  

Another critical element that needs to be considered is consumer product 

knowledge. Although country-of-origin fit between the host and the partner brand is 

important in consumer decision-making process, consumers with different levels of 

product knowledge may not always use the fit information in the same manner. In other 

words, consumer product knowledge has been known to differentially affect product 

evaluation. Different levels of product knowledge that consumers possess may prompt 

them to utilize different types of cues and routes in information processing. Previous 

studies have found that consumers with high product knowledge tend to have highly 

organized knowledge structure because they have extensive primary and secondary 
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associations about the product and the brand (Aaker and Keller 1990). In other words, 

consumers with high product knowledge are more likely to evaluate a brand based on 

intrinsic information such as product attribute information than those with low product 

knowledge because high knowledge consumers are motivated and able to process 

product- and brand-related attributes information. Also, high knowledge consumers are 

able to selectively use extrinsic cues such as brand, price and, country-of-origin. Once 

consumers with high product knowledge have established a knowledge structure through 

the elaboration process, they tend to gradually increase the use of extrinsic cues such as 

country-of-origin in order to expedite their decision-making process (Bettman and Park 

1980; Edell and Mitchell 1978; Park and Lessig 1981). Therefore, consumers with high 

product knowledge are generally better at evaluating a brand than those with low product 

knowledge.  

On the other hand, consumers with low product knowledge are more likely to 

evaluate product solely based on heuristic or extrinsic cues because they are unable to or 

not motivated to process primary associations such as attribute-related information. This 

is because consumers with low product knowledge have less developed primary 

associations such as brand- and product-related attributes, benefits, and attitudes 

(Bluemelhuber, Carter, and Lambe 2007; Simonin and Ruth 1998). They tend to rely on 

heuristic cues as simple but effective decision-making rules. Therefore, consumers with 

low product knowledge are more likely to rely on country-of-origin cues than other 

information.  
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Meanwhile, although consumer with moderate product knowledge may have a 

decent amount of attribute-related information, they are not confident enough to simply 

depend on their pre-existing product knowledge. At the same time, these consumers may 

be hesitant to solely rely on cues such as country-of-origin since they know that country-

of-origin, as a secondary association, is not directly related to product performance. As a 

result, they are more likely to cognitively process intrinsic cues of each product via the 

central route than those with low or high product knowledge.  

Given these considerations of country-of-origin and product knowledge, the main 

focus of this dissertation study will be on how country-of-origin fit affects consumer 

attitudes toward the host and the partner brand in cross-border strategic brand alliance. 

Specifically, how country-of-origin fit affects consumer decision-making process when 

consumers have different levels of product knowledge will be considered. The following 

research question is therefore proposed. 

RQ: How do consumers with different levels of product knowledge process extrinsic 

information such as country-of-origin cues in cross-border strategic brand alliance?   

 Before getting into specific hypotheses, it is important to define what country-of-

origin fit is as well as the scope of discussion. Figure 4 shows all theoretically possible 

combinations of country-of-origin fit in cross-border strategic brand alliance. Among the 

nine possible scenarios, only three (1, 5, and 9) may be considered as high fit 

combinations since the country image of both the host and the partner brand are 

equivalent to each other. However, in current and realistic alliance cases, it is rare to find 

scenarios where both brands have either neutral or negative country images (5 and 9). 
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There is little reason for a brand to ally with the other brands having either neutral or 

negative country images. Therefore, scenario 1 is deemed appropriate as the primary 

focus of this dissertation study. In addition, in existing cross-border strategic brand 

alliance, partner brands coming from developing countries oftentimes tend to take 

advantage of the established brand equity of the host brand. Although these are low fit 

scenarios according to the theoretical classification in Figure 4, it is worthwhile to 

examine. Therefore, scenarios 4 and 7 will be the focus of investigation in this research.         

Figure 4. Fit Scenarios 

  Host COO Image 
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Low 
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1. Country-of-Origin Fit and Attitude Change 

The relative effect of country-of-origin fit may rest on whether the host brand or 

the partner brand has superior or inferior country image than the other. The effect of 

country-of-origin fit on post-cross-border strategic brand alliance attitudes toward the 

host and the partner brand will be different depending on the relative impressions of 

country images. When both the host and the partner brand have favorable country images 

(scenario 1 in Figure 4), attitudes toward both brands should become more positive than 
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before the alliance due to synergistic effect. Since country image is a valuable asset, 

combining two brands with positive country images should create a highly beneficial 

synergistic effect (He and Balmer 2006; Rao and Ruekert 1994; Rodrigue and Biswas 

2004). In other words, when both the host and the partner brand have favorable country 

images, cross-border strategic brand alliance will significantly increase positive attitude 

changes between pre- and post-cross-border strategic brand alliance toward the host and 

the partner brand respectively. Based on these, hypotheses 1 and 2 are put forward.  

Hypothesis 1: When both the host and the partner brand have favorable country 

image, post-cross-border strategic brand alliance attitudes toward the host brand 

will be more positive than pre-cross-border strategic brand alliance attitudes 

toward the host brand.  

 Hypothesis 2: When both the host and the partner brand have favorable country 

image, post-cross-border strategic brand alliance attitudes toward the partner 

brand will be more positive than pre-cross-border strategic brand alliance 

attitudes toward the partner brand.  

When the host brand has a superior country image than the partner brand 

(scenarios 4 and 7 in Figure 4), the partner brand may take advantage of the favorable 

country image of the host brand. In this case, cross-border strategic brand alliance could 

increase post-cross-border strategic brand alliance attitudes toward the partner brand in a 

positive way since the favorable country image of the host brand will be transferred to the 

partner brand. On the other hand, post-cross-border strategic brand alliance attitudes 

toward the host brand may decrease when the host brand is combined with a partner 
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brand having less favorable country image. Since the host brand already has a firmly 

established brand image, consumers may not understand why the host brand which has 

established brand equity allies with a partner brand. Although there should be some 

convincing reasons such as economic benefits and available resources for the host brand 

to choose a certain partner brand, host brand‟s equity could be diluted by losing control 

over the brand identity, core value, and associations in collaboration with a partner brand 

having less favorable country image (James 2005; Votolato and Unnava 2006; Uggla 

2004, 2006). As a result, low country-of-origin fit may influence post-cross-border 

strategic brand alliance attitudes toward the host brand in a negative way.  

Taken together, when the host brand has superior country image than the partner 

brand, cross-border strategic brand alliance will produce positive attitude changes 

between pre-and post-cross-border strategic brand alliance toward the partner brand. On 

the other hand, the attitude changes between pre- and post-cross-border strategic brand 

alliance toward the host brand will be negatively influenced in collaboration with a 

partner brand having less favorable country image. Based on these arguments, hypotheses 

3 and 4 are put forth.  

Hypothesis 3: When the host brand has superior country image than the partner 

brand, post-cross-border strategic brand alliance attitudes toward the host brand 

will be more negative than the pre-cross-border strategic brand alliance attitudes 

toward the host brand. 

Hypothesis 4: When the host brand has superior country image than the partner 

brand, post-cross-border strategic brand alliance attitudes toward the partner 
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brand will be more positive than pre-cross-border strategic brand alliance 

attitudes toward the partner brand.  

 In the above hypotheses from1 to 4, pre- and post-attitude changes are expected 

when subjects are exposed to different country-of-origin fit scenarios in cross-border 

strategic brand alliance. However, the amount of consumer attitude changes may not be 

the same among consumers with different levels of product knowledge. In the following 

section, hypotheses pertaining to how consumers with different levels of product 

knowledge change their attitudes toward the host and the partner brand after being 

exposed to different country-of-origin fit scenarios will be put forth.  

2. High Country-of-Origin Fit and Product Knowledge 

Based on past research, consumers with low and high product knowledge are 

more likely to rely on country-of-origin fit information than those with moderate product 

knowledge. Consumers with low product knowledge may rely on country-of-origin fit 

since they are neither motivated nor able to process attribute-related information. To be 

specific, consumers may be unable to understand attribute-related information due to 

their lack of product knowledge. This lack of product knowledge prevents them from 

further elaborating product-related information. As a result, they will simply process 

country-of-origin fit information via the peripheral route rather than taking item-specific 

processing via the central route. If images of the two countries where the host and the 

partner brand are from are complementary to and compatible with each other, consumers 

with low product knowledge are likely to be affected and increase positive post-cross-
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border strategic brand alliance attitudes toward the host and the partner brand from their 

pre-cross-border strategic brand alliance attitudes toward those brands. 

Unlike consumers with low product knowledge, consumer with moderate product 

knowledge may have a decent amount of product-related attribute information in their 

memory, but they do not have sufficient product knowledge to make a reasonable 

decision. Also, consumers with moderate product knowledge may be reluctant to simply 

rely on country-of-origin fit because they know that country-of-origin, as a secondary 

association, does not directly impact on product performance. As a result, they are more 

likely to engage in item-specific processing in order to understand the intrinsic cues of 

each brand via the central route than those with low product knowledge. Thus, the effect 

of country-of-origin fit between pre- and post-cross-border strategic brand alliance 

attitudes toward each brand will be smaller for consumers with moderate product 

knowledge than those with low product knowledge.  

In other words, for the host brand, attitude changes between pre- and post-cross-

border strategic brand alliance in the high country-of-origin fit condition will increase 

significantly for consumers with low product knowledge than that for consumers with 

moderate product knowledge. Also, for the partner brand, attitude changes between pre- 

and post-cross-border strategic brand alliance in the high country-of-origin fit condition 

will increase significantly for consumers with low product knowledge than that for 

consumers with moderate product knowledge. Based on these, hypotheses 5 and 6 are put 

forward.  
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Hypothesis 5: High country-of-origin fit will produce greater positive attitude 

changes between pre- and post-cross-border strategic brand alliance attitudes 

toward the host brand for consumers with low product knowledge than that for 

consumers with moderate product knowledge.  

Hypothesis 6: High country-of-origin fit will produce greater positive attitude 

changes between pre- and post-cross-border strategic brand alliance attitudes 

toward the partner brand for consumers with low product knowledge than that for 

consumers with moderate product knowledge.  

Meanwhile, consumers with high product knowledge are able to engage in 

diligent cognitive elaboration and selectively use country-of-origin fit information in 

order to expedite their product evaluation. Consumers with high product knowledge have 

already undergone the elaboration process through which they are able to understand 

product functions and perform product-related tasks successfully. Their extensive product 

knowledge, coupled with brand-related attribute information, enables them to easily 

understand intrinsic cues in cross-border strategic brand alliance. However, consumers 

with high product knowledge may not always be involved in intensive cognitive 

processing. In fact, their pre-scripted knowledge may automatically trigger them to 

process country-of-origin fit cue without engaging in extensive elaboration process. In 

this way, they are able to bypass redundant cognitive elaboration and, therefore, shorten 

their decision-making time efficiently. Also, previous studies have found that consumers 

with low and high product knowledge tend to engage in brand level or relational 

processing more than those with moderate product knowledge do although they have 
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different reasons for doing so (Malaviya 2007; Meyers-Levy and Malaviya 1999). Since 

consumers with low and high product knowledge are more likely to engage in relational 

processing, country-of-origin fit between the host and the partner brand provides them an 

important decision making criterion. 

Therefore, consumers with high product knowledge are expected to show similar 

information processing patterns to consumers with low product knowledge, even though 

they use country-of-origin fit information for different reasons. Specifically, for the host 

brand, attitude changes between pre- and post-cross-border strategic brand alliance in the 

high country-of-origin fit condition will increase significantly for consumers with high 

product knowledge than attitude changes between pre-and post-cross-border strategic 

brand alliance for consumers with moderate product knowledge. Also, for the partner 

brand, attitude changes between pre- and post-cross-border strategic brand alliance in the 

high country-of-origin fit condition will increase significantly for consumers with high 

product knowledge than that for consumers with moderate product knowledge. Based on 

these arguments, hypotheses 7 and 8 are put forth.  

Hypothesis 7: High country-of-origin fit will produce greater positive attitude 

changes between pre- and post-cross-border strategic brand alliance attitudes 

toward the host brand for consumers with high product knowledge than that for 

consumers with moderate product knowledge.  

Hypothesis 8: High country-of-origin fit will produce greater positive attitude 

changes between pre- and post-cross-border strategic brand alliance attitudes 
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toward the partner brand for consumers with high product knowledge than that 

for consumers with moderate product knowledge.  

Hypotheses from 5 to 8 propose that under high country-of-origin fit condition 

(scenario 1 in Figure 4), the attitude changes between pre- and post-cross-border strategic 

brand alliance for consumers with low and high product knowledge will be greater than 

the attitude changes between pre- and post-cross-border strategic brand alliance for 

consumers with moderate product knowledge. However, as explained earlier, country 

images of the host and the partner brand are not always equivalent in reality. In the 

following section, hypotheses pertaining to low country-of-origin fit conditions 

(scenarios 4 and 7 in Figure 4) will be proposed.      

3. Low Country-of-Origin Fit and Product Knowledge 

It may not always be the case that both countries in cross-border strategic brand 

alliance have equally positive images. In reality either the host brand or the partner brand 

may have relatively superior or inferior image than the other. One of them may suffer 

from lesser favorable country image which results in low country-of-origin fit. Following 

the same logic above, consumers with low and high product knowledge may use low 

country-of-origin fit information to expedite their decision making processes. Meanwhile, 

consumers with moderate product knowledge may not consider low country-of-origin fit 

information as much as those with low and high product knowledge because they tend to 

use attribute-related information.  

For consumers with low product knowledge, attitudes toward the host brand 

between pre- and post-cross-border strategic brand alliance in a low country-of-origin fit 
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condition will change significantly in the negative direction than that for consumers with 

moderate product knowledge. However, attitudes toward the partner brand between pre- 

and post-cross-border strategic brand alliance in a low country-of-origin fit condition will 

change significantly in the positive direction for consumers with low product knowledge 

than that for consumers with moderate product knowledge.  

Likewise, for consumers with high product knowledge, their attitudes toward the 

host brand between pre- and post-cross-border strategic brand alliance in a low country-

of-origin fit condition will change significantly in the negative direction than that for 

consumers with moderate product knowledge. However, for the partner brand, attitudes 

between pre- and post-cross-border strategic brand alliance in a low country-of-origin fit 

condition will change significantly in the positive direction for consumers with high 

product knowledge than that for consumers with moderate product knowledge. Based on 

these arguments, hypotheses 9, 10, 11, and 12 are put forth.  

Hypothesis 9: Low country-of-origin fit will produce greater negative attitude 

changes between pre- and post-cross-border strategic brand alliance attitudes 

toward the host brand for consumers with low product knowledge than that for 

consumers with moderate product knowledge.  

Hypothesis 10: Low country-of-origin fit will produce greater positive attitude 

changes between pre- and post-cross-border strategic brand alliance attitudes 

toward the partner brand for consumers with low product knowledge than that for 

consumers with moderate product knowledge.  
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Hypothesis 11: Low country-of-origin fit will produce greater negative attitude 

changes between pre- and post-cross-border strategic brand alliance attitudes 

toward the host brand for consumers with high product knowledge than that for 

consumers with moderate product knowledge.  

Hypothesis 12: Low country-of-origin fit will produce greater positive attitude 

changes between pre- and post-cross-border strategic brand alliance attitudes 

toward the partner brand for consumers with high product knowledge than that 

for consumers with moderate product knowledge.  

Table 2 provides a summary of the proposed hypotheses.  
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Table 2. Summary of Hypotheses 

Hypothesis COO Fit Attitude Change 

H1 High Pre Attd Host < Post Attd Host  

H2 High Pre Attd Partner < Post Attd Partner   

H3 Low Pre Attd Host > Post Attd Host 

H4 Low Pre Attd Partner < Post Attd Partner   

H5 High Low PK post-pre attd Host > Mod PK post-pre attd Host 

H6 High Low PK post-pre attd Partner > Mod PK post-pre attd Partner 

H7 High High PK post-pre attd Host > Mod PK post-pre attd Host 

H8 High High PK post-pre attd Partner > Mod PK post-pre attd Partner 

H9 Low Low PK post-pre attd Host < Mod PK post-pre attd Host 

H10 Low Low PK post-pre attd Partner > Mod PK post-pre attd Partner 

H11 Low High PK post-pre attd Host < Mod PK post-pre attd Host 

H12 Low High PK post-pre attd Partner > Mod PK post-pre attd Partner 

Note: COO Fit- Country-of-Origin Fit, PK - Product Knowledge, Attd - Attitude, and 

Mod - Moderate 
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CHAPTER IV 

METHODOLOGY 

A total of three pretests and a main study were conducted to test the proposed 

hypotheses. This chapter overviews the study design, major theoretical constructs and 

measurement, data collection procedure, and sampling.   

1. Experimental Design 

In order to test the proposed hypotheses, an experimental study using a series of 2 

(Low vs. High country-of-origin fit) × 3 (Low vs. Moderate vs. High product knowledge) 

× 2 (Pre- vs. Post-attitudes) mixed subject design was carried out online. Country-of-

origin fit is a manipulated variable, whereas product knowledge is a measured variable. 

Two different stimuli ads were devised to manipulate country-of-origin fit while making 

constant the country-of-origin of the host brand. Specifically, a stimulus ad exhibited the 

partner brand that is from a country with favorable images in order to elicit high country-

of-origin fit. On the other hand, the other stimulus ad presented the partner brand from a 

country with less favorable image to elicit low country-of-origin fit.  

According to the theoretical framework, product fit, brand fit, and country-of-

origin fit all play important roles in producing post-cross-border strategic brand alliance 

attitudes toward the host and the partner brand. Since past research had provided 

extensive evidence regarding product and brand fit, the focus of this dissertation study 

was on country-of-origin fit. Consequentially, product fit and brand fit were controlled to 

be high fit across all experimental conditions. Previous studies employed various product 

categories to set up high product fit between the host and the partner brand. For example, 
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Simonin and Ruth (1998) used microprocessor (“chip”), while Bluemelhuber, Carter, and 

Lambe (2007) used car stereo as a partner brand to create high product fit with cars in 

their experiments. In a different manner, Washburn, Till, and Priluck (2004) used paper 

towels and antibacterial ingredient for high product fit. Although various product 

categories can be combined and create a prevalent strategic brand alliance form, it is 

important to have subjects evoke country-related primary and secondary associations 

considering that this dissertation study investigates country-of-origin fit in cross-border 

context. Among the many product categories, car brands present extensive primary and 

secondary associations with various countries that are capable of manufacturing vehicle 

products. As a result, it was deemed appropriate to use cars as the product category for 

the host brand. A pretest was conducted to select a product category (e.g., car stereo) that 

is similar or relevant to cars. A partner product category was selected based on the result 

of the pretest to set up high product category fit with cars (Bluemelhuber, Carter, and 

Lambe 2007).  

Brand fit was controlled by using an existing brand for the host brand and a 

fictitious brand for the partner brand. Furthermore, previous research suggested that the 

host brand tends to be more familiar to consumers than the partner brand. Therefore, 

using an existing brand for the host brand and a fictitious brand for the partner brand are 

more likely to reflect the current and realistic practice of cross-border strategic brand 

alliance. Also, using fictitious brand for the partner brand seems to be theoretically more 

applicable since from the brand equity perspective, a fictitious partner brand could take 

advantage of the brand equity of the existing host brand.  
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2. Study Subjects 

A total of 294 subjects were recruited to participate in the online experiment. 

Since young and educated consumers are more likely to engage in online purchase, the 

sample population for this study was college students. Students enrolled in a major 

southwestern state university were given the opportunity to participate in the experiment 

to receive extra course credit.  

3. Stimulus Development 

The format of the stimuli ads will be standardized except for the manipulated 

variable, country-of-origin fit. Each ad featured an existing car brand (e.g., BMW 135i 

from Germany) for the host brand and a fictitious car stereo brand (e.g., J&K from 

Mexico) for the partner brand at the center of the page with their respective country-of-

origin information (See Appendix A). For the host brand, BMW 135i car brand from the 

results of pretest 1 was selected because previous research showed that subjects had 

relatively constant level of product knowledge about cars than other product categories 

(Bluemelhuber, Carter, and Lambe 2007; Simonin and Ruth 1998). Also, among the 

series of BMW model, the 135i series is targeted at the well educated, young to late 20's - 

early 40's who work hard but not too hard and love driving (Carpages 2005). Therefore, 

this model is deemed to be relevant for subjects in their 20‟s. 

For the partner brand, a fictitious car stereo brand, J&K car stereo was used. For 

the brand naming of J&K, neither Japanese nor Mexican had associations with particular 

meanings in their languages. Using fictitious brand for the partner brand enabled us to 

control brand fit. Meanwhile, it also simulated realistic cross-border strategic brand 
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alliance where less familiar partner brands tend to capitalize brand equity of the existing 

host brand. Also, Japan and Mexico were selected as country-of-origin information for 

the host and the partner brand based on the results of pretest 2. 

4. Independent and Dependent Variables 

Country-of-origin fit and consumer product knowledge were the two independent 

variables in this study. Bluemelhuber, Carter, and Lambe (2007) conceptually defined 

country-of-origin fit as the consumer‟s perception of the overall compatibility of the host 

and the partner brand in cross-border strategic brand alliance. This compatibility or 

complementarity refers to the overall perceptions of the countries‟ ability to make quality 

products in the same product category. This study adopted fit scale which was originally 

developed by Aaker and Keller (1990). Furthermore, according to the conceptual 

definition from Bluemelhuber, Carter, and Lambe (2007), three more items regarding 

compatibility between countries were added (See Appendix B).  

Product knowledge consists of objective and subjective knowledge. According to 

Biswas and Sherrell (1993), product knowledge can be conceptually defined as 

information about functional attributes of product and about brand differences on 

attributes. As the subdimensions of product knowledge, objective knowledge can be 

defined as the amount of knowledge that consumers possess in their memory, whereas 

subjective knowledge is conceptualized as self-reported knowledge (Alba and 

Hutchinson 1987). In terms of measuring objective knowledge, ten items regarding 

specific attributes information about cars were asked in a multiple choice format. These 

items were constructed based on the content described in a driving education website 
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(Learndriving.net 2009) (See Appendix C). Also, ten items regarding specific attribute 

information about car stereos were asked in a multiple-choice format. These items were 

also created based on the content posted on a car audio installation forum website (Car 

audio installation forums 2009) (See Appendix D). Subjects‟ correct answers were 

summed up to create an objective knowledge index for cars and car stereos respectively. 

 Simultaneously, five items regarding subjective knowledge for cars and car stereos were 

asked respectively to create the subjective knowledge index on a 7-point Likert scale (See 

Appendix E).  

Objective knowledge and subjective knowledge of cars and car stereos were 

averaged to create composite product knowledge index respectively. Measuring both 

objective and subjective knowledge is a commonly accepted practice in identifying the 

effects of product knowledge on consumer product evaluation (Alba and Hutchinson 

1987; Lee 2004; Park and Lessig 1981). Mitchell and Dacin (1996) and Laroche, 

Cleveland, Bergeron, and Goutaland (2003) combined subjective knowledge and 

objective knowledge to create a composite variable of product knowledge and showed 

high validity and reliability. In addition, considering that objective and subjective 

knowledge reflect different aspects of product knowledge, each knowledge dimension 

will be examined for further analyses.    

The dependent variable of this study is brand attitude. Specifically, attitude toward 

BMW 135i car and J&K car stereo were asked respectively. Also, attitude toward the 

partnership between BMW 135i car and J&K car stereo were measured. Mitchell and 

Olson (1981) defined attitude toward the brand as an “individual‟s internal evaluation of 
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the brand” (p. 318). Also, Spears and Singh (2004) defined attitude towards the brand as 

“relatively enduring, unidimensional summary evaluation of the brand that presumably 

energizes behavior” (p. 55). They factor-analyzed over 60 items based on literature 

review and extracted brand attitude component from feelings, attitude toward 

advertisement, and purchase intention. Although the definitions of brand attitude may be 

different, brand attitude is centered or directed at a brand. Also, brand attitude is 

evaluative and indicates internal state which is distinct from feelings or moods (Giner-

Sorolla 1999). In this dissertation study, brand attitude were measured with three items 

developed by Muehling and Laczniak (1988) (See Appendix F).   

Other variables such as product involvement (See Appendix G), overall brand 

familiarity of BMW, and demographic information were also asked. Involvement has 

been defined as “a person‟s perceived relevance of the object based on inherent needs, 

values, and interests” (Zaichkowsky 1985, p.342). Research has suggested that product 

involvement affects the way how consumers perceive product quality. For example, low-

involvement consumers tend to process secondary cues such as country-of-origin or price 

information, whereas high-involvement consumers tend to process variety of cues in 

addition to secondary cues (Zaichkowsky 1988). Therefore, the revised version of the 

Personal Involvement Inventory (PII) developed by Zaichkowsky (1985, 1994) was used 

to measure involvement with cars. Also, consumers brand familiarity of BMW was 

measured since the attitude toward the each brand as well as their partnership might be 

affected.  
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5. Pretests 

 The purpose of a series of pretests was to simplify experimental conditions by 

holding constant product fit and brand fit across different country-of-origin fit conditions.  

The main focus of this dissertation study was to understand the role of country-of-origin 

fit among consumers with different levels of product knowledge in a cross-border 

strategic brand alliance context. Therefore, product fit and brand fit must be established 

in order to compare the effects of country-of-origin fit on the host and partner brand 

respectively. Thus, three pretests were implemented before conducting the main study.  

In pretest 1, a product category was selected for high product fit with cars. Also, low and 

high country-of-origin fit and an existing host brand were determined in pretest 2. Finally, 

pretest 3 was conducted in order to make sure that the stimuli ads which were created 

based on results of pretest 1 and 2 were indeed perceived differently. 

5.1. Pretest 1 

The goal of the pretest 1 was to select a product category that shows high product 

fit with cars. Therefore, a product category that matches well with cars was selected in 

order to control product fit factor. Product fit scale from the previous study were used for 

this pretest 1 (Ahn and Sung 2009; See Appendix H). A total of 33 undergraduate 

students at a southwestern state university participated in the study for extra course 

credits. Subjects were asked to indicate how similar or relevant they think about 17 

product/service categories to cars. Product fit was measured on a seven-point scale 

anchored by “not similar or relevant at all” (= 1) and “very similar or relevant” (= 7). It 

was found that car audio ( X  = 6.73) showed highest mean score followed by cell phone 
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( X  = 4.88). Paired samples t-test was conducted to compare the means of car audio and 

cell phone. It was found that the averages are significantly different (t (32) = 6.40, p < .00). 

Table 3 shows the results of paired samples t-test. Therefore, car stereo was used for the 

partner product category to set up high product fit in the main study. Table 4 shows the 

mean scores of each product category.  

Table 3. Results of Paired-Samples t-test on First and Second Brands 

Paired Samples t-test Mean Difference SD df T 

Car Audio-           

Cell Phone 
1.85 1.66 32 6.40** 

Note: ** p≤ .01, SD: Standard Deviation 

Table 4. Mean Scores of Various Product Categories 

Product Category Mean Score Product Category Mean Score 

Car Audio 6.73 Family Restaurant 2.72 

Cell Phone 4.88 Home Furnishing 2.70 

Sporting Goods/Equipment 3.97 Clothing 2.61 

Airline 3.76 Hotel Chain 2.58 

HD Television 3.49 Alcohol Beverage 2.36 

Credit Card 3.36 Jewelry 2.18 

Digital Camera 3.30 Cosmetic 2.15 

Laptop 2.97 Tobacco 2.03 

Personal Hygiene Care 2.76   
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5.2. Pretest 2 

The goal of pretest 2 was to select the existing host brand and the countries for the 

fictitious partner brand respectively. During pretest 2, a second group of subjects were 

asked to list five car brands and their countries accordingly which make the highest and 

lowest quality of cars overall (See Appendix I). For the partner country selections, 

subjects were asked to follow the same procedure as they did for cars. Subjects were 

asked to list three car stereo brands and their countries accordingly which make the 

highest and lowest quality of car stereos overall. However, one difference would be that 

only countries that make the highest and lowest quality car stereos were used in the main 

study because fictitious brand will be used for the partner brands to control brand fit. 

A total of 46 undergraduate students at a southwestern state university 

participated in the study for extra course credits. It was found that BMW (9.6%), Aston 

Martin (8.8%), Mercedes Benz (8.0%), Rolls Royce (7.2%), Lexus (7.2%), Lamborghini 

(7.2%), Audi (7.2%), Maserati (6.4%), Ferrari (6.4%), Bentley (4.8%), and Porsche (4%) 

were considered top 11 brands out of total 26 high quality car brands. Although perceived 

quality of these car brands is higher than any other brand, it is important to select car 

brands that are familiar to subjects. For example, although Aston Martin is second 

highest car brand, it might not be familiar to them than BMW or Mercedes Benz. 

Therefore, another set of students (n = 45) were asked to rate their familiarity of these 11 

car brands (See Appendix J). Brand familiarity was measured on a seven-point scale 

anchored by “Strongly Disagree” (= 1) and “Strongly Agree” (= 7). It was found that 

BMW ( X  = 6.33) was the most familiar car brand to consumers. Accordingly, Germany 
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was selected as a country for the host brand. Table 5 shows the mean scores for car 

brands that are likely to make high quality cars. 

Table 5. Mean Scores of High Quality Car Brands  

Car Brand Mean Score Car Brand Mean Score 

BMW 6.33 Bentley 5.37 

Mercedes Benz 6.30 Lamborghini 5.30 

Lexus 6.24 Rolls Royce 5.13 

Audi 5.89 Maserati 4.80 

Porsche 5.65 Aston Martin 4.57 

Ferrari 5.63   

 Regarding country selection for the partner brand, U.S. (62.0%), Japan (23.9%), 

France (2.8%), England (1.4%), and China (1.4%) were found to be the countries that are 

likely to make highest quality of car stereos. For the countries that are likely to make 

lowest quality of car stereos, U.S. (77.6%) was selected by majority of subjects. 

Considering ethnocentrism and home country bias, U.S. cars and car stereos were not 

included. In order to further differentiate the country perception, second set of students 

were asked to rate 10 countries along with brand familiarity measurement of car brands 

(See Appendix J). Ten countries that are capable of manufacturing consumer electronics 

such as car stereos were selected from the past literature review. These countries include 

all countries that were provided by subjects such as China, England, France, Germany, 

India, and Japan. Specifically, subjects were asked to rate the extent to which they agree 
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with the statement that “This country is likely to manufacture high quality car stereos.” 

Country perception was measured on a seven-point scale anchored by “Strongly 

Disagree” (= 1) and “Strongly Agree” (= 7). Japan ( X  = 6.30) was selected as a country 

that is likely to make a high quality car stereo, whereas Mexico ( X  = 3.31) was selected 

as a country that is least likely to make a high quality car stereo. Table 6 shows the 

results of paired samples t-test. Therefore, Japan and Mexico were selected to create 

country-of-origin fit for the partner brand. Table 7 shows the mean scores of each country. 

Table 6. Results of Paired Samples t-test on Countries 

Paired Samples t-test Mean Difference SD df T 

Japan-Mexico 2.95 1.69 42 11.46** 

Note: ** p≤ .01, SD: Standard Deviation 

Table 7. Mean Scores of Countries   

Country Mean Score Country Mean Score 

Japan 6.30 Singapore 4.43 

United Kingdom 5.04 India 3.89 

China 4.93 Malaysia 3.67 

Taiwan 4.89 Turkey 3.62 

South Korea 4.64 Mexico 3.31 
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5.3. Pretest 3 

 The goal of pretest 3 was to identify the perceived difference between two stimuli 

ads that were developed based on the results of pretest 1 and 2 (See Appendix K). During 

pretest 3, a fourth group of subjects (n =44) were asked to recall brand names, product 

categories, and country names in which the brands are mentioned in the stimuli ads are 

made respectively. In order to check the perceived difference between Japan and Mexico, 

subjects were asked to rate the extent to which they agree with four statements such as 

“The images of the countries are consistent with each other,” “The images of the 

countries are complementary to each other,” “The images of the countries are compatible 

to each other,” and “The images of the countries are similar to each other.” Country 

perception was measured on a seven-point scale anchored by “Strongly Disagree” (= 1) 

and “Strongly Agree” (= 7). These four items were turned out to be reliable (α = .83). 

 It was found that 79.5% of subjects and 50.0% of subjects recalled BMW and 

J&K car stereo respectively. Regarding product category recall, 59.1% and 54.5% of 

subjects wrote down car and car stereo or similar answers respectively. Finally, 79.2% of 

subjects in the Mexico condition recalled Mexico. Also, 85% of subjects in the Japan 

condition recalled Japan. Then, their unaided recall responses were coded into a category 

variable which is labeled as “cannot remember (= 1)” and “remember (= 2).” A series of 

independent samples t-tests found that there were no significant differences about brand 

recall, product category recall, and country recall on two different stimuli ads. Table 8 

shows the results. However, it was found that there was significantly different fit 

perception between Japan and Germany ( X  = 4.24) and Mexico and Germany ( X  = 
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3.28, t (41) = -3.04, p < .00). These results support that the stimulus ads are designed as 

intended.  

Table 8. Results of Recalls and Country-of-Origin Fit 

Independent Samples t-test Mean SD df T 

Brand Recall 

Mexico 1.88 .34 

42 -.85 

Japan 1.95 .22 

Product Category 

Recall 

Mexico 1.83 .38 

42 -.15 

Japan 1.85 .37 

Country Recall 

Mexico 1.88 .34 

42 -.85 

Japan 1.95 .22 

Country-of-Origin Fit 

Mexico 3.28 1.20 

41 -3.04** 

Japan 4.24 .79 

Note: ** p≤ .01, SD: Standard Deviation 

6. Main Study Procedure 

A total of 294 subjects were participated in the online experiment.  The website 

began with an informed consent notice. Then, subjects were asked to click the proceed 

button. Once they proceeded, they were not allowed to go backward to modify their 

choices. At first, subjects were asked product involvement about cars and pre-attitudes 
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toward BMW 135i car. Also, in order to mask the purpose of examining specific BMW 

model, attitudes toward BMW 760 model was included. Next, subjects were asked to 

check their overall brand familiarity of BMW.  

Next, a brief description of the partner brand, J&K car stereo were provided (See 

Appendix L). Since the J&K car stereo is a fictitious brand, subjects do not have any pre-

existing knowledge on it. Therefore, this brief description helps them to anchor their 

baseline attitude. On the other hand, since consumers already had pre-attitudes toward the 

BMW, no description of the existing host brand was provided. Immediately after viewing 

description, they were asked to indicate their attitudes toward J&K car stereo. In this way, 

subjects were expected to have a better sense of realistic cross-border strategic brand 

alliance since unfamiliar partner brand is normally associated with a familiar existing 

host brand.  

Following the procedure of Simonin and Ruth (1998), subjects answered a series 

of questions regarding pre-attitudes toward various brands such as Giorgio Armani 

perfume and Clorox Green Works cleaner before they were exposed to the stimulus ad 

for purpose of masking the nature of this study. These set of unrelated filler ads about 

other non-target brands were designed to distract subjects from identifying the goal of 

this study. Also, they helped the measurement of pre- and post-attitudes toward BMW 

135i car and J&K car stereo more complete. Once subjects were directed to one of the 

stimulus ads that describe the strategic brand alliance of BMW 135i car and J&K car 

stereo, they were asked to respond to questions regarding their post-attitudes toward 

BMW 135i car and J&K car stereo, attitudes toward the partnership, country-of-origin fit, 
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product fit, and brand fit. Assessing subjects‟ perception of country-of-origin fit was 

intended to check manipulation. Also, even though product categories were chosen from 

the results of pretest 1, product fit was measured again to ensure that good fit is achieved 

in the main study. In addition, subjects‟ perception of brand fit was measured to check 

how subjects related J&K car stereo to BMW 135i car based on the description provided 

at the onset of questionnaire.  

  After indicating their various fit perceptions, subjects were asked to answer 

objective and subjective knowledge questions regarding cars and car stereos. Considering 

that consumer product knowledge is a measured variable, it is deemed to be appropriate 

to measure them following any other questions. Measuring product knowledge is a 

cognitively demanding task for subjects. Therefore placing them at the end of 

questionnaire would not only prevent them from being affected by these measurements, 

but also keep them from being dropped out before completing entire questionnaire. 

Finally, there were asked to provide demographic information for classification purposes 

as well as their class information for research credit.  

7. Analysis Methods 

Collected data was analyzed with the SPSS 16.0 statistical package. Frequency tests 

were used for data description. Also, reliability tests were used for the measurement 

development. Paired samples t-test, independent samples t-test, one-way ANOVA, and 

correlation tests were employed as major analyses methods. First of all, reliability tests 

were conducted to extract relevant items. Also, correlation analyses were employed to 

identify the relationship between objective knowledge and subjective knowledge. From 
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hypothesis one to four, pre- and post-attitude changes toward the BMW135i car and J&K 

car stereo were examined with paired samples t-tests. Furthermore, regression analyses 

were used to examine the mediating effects of cross-border strategic brand alliance.  

From hypothesis five to twelve, one-way ANOVA tests followed by post-hoc analyses 

were employed to examine different conditions. 
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CHAPTER V 

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

1. Data Description 

Two hundred and ninety four sample data was collected and 28 of them were 

screened out because they showed patternized, insincere, unreliable responses. Also, 

duplicated data were removed. A total of 294 questionnaires were analyzed. From the 

sample population, it was found that the 172 female subjects (64.7%) and 86 male 

subjects (32.3%) were participated in this study and the female subjects outnumbered 

male subjects at the ratio of two to one. Subjects who ages from 19 to 21 totaled (64.7%) 

and the majority of subjects were in their early 20‟s. In terms of ethnicity, Caucasian 

(67.1%) was the most dominant ethnicity followed by Hispanic American (11.2%), 

African American (6.7%), Chinese American (4.2%), and Korean American (2.3%). In 

terms of BMW ownership, 96.9% of subjects did not have it. Also, 88.3% of subjects 

responded that their family members did not own it. 

In relation to gender, pre- and post-attitudes toward J&K car stereo and product 

knowledge of cars and car stereos were significantly different. The amount of pre-attitude 

change ( X  = 5.68) and post-attitude change ( X  = 5.83) for female subjects were greater 

than the pre-attitude change ( X  = 5.31) and the post-attitude change ( X  = 5.46) for 

male subjects (t (199) = 2.78, p < .00, t (253) = 2.54, p < .05). To the contrary, male subjects 

showed higher levels of product knowledge than female subjects. Regarding cars, the 

amount of subjective knowledge ( X  = 4.31) and objective knowledge ( X  = 7.70) of 

male subjects were significantly higher than the subjective knowledge ( X  = 3.09) and 
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objective knowledge ( X  = 5.68) of female subjects (t (256) = -6.83, p < .00, t (256) = -7.19, 

p < .00). Regarding car stereos, the amount of subjective knowledge ( X  = 3.83) and 

objective knowledge ( X  = 3.77) of male subjects were significantly higher than the 

subjective knowledge ( X  = 2.64) and objective knowledge ( X  = 2.19) of female 

subjects (t (256) = -8.17, p < .00, t (256) = -7.44, p < .00). 

 In regard to the attitudes, post-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car ( X  = 5.81) 

were greater than the pre-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car ( X  = 5.61). Also, post-

attitudes toward the J&K car stereo ( X  = 5.65) were greater than the pre-attitudes toward 

the J&K car stereo ( X  = 5.59). Considering that both the pre- and post-attitudes toward 

the BMW 135i car and the J&K car stereo were all greater than five, overall subjects‟ 

attitudes toward these brands were favorable. Also, the attitudes toward the cross-border 

strategic brand alliance were also positive ( X  = 5.56). Table 9 shows the description of 

attitudes.   

Table 9. Description of Attitudes     

 N Mean SD 

Pre-attitudes toward BMW 135i car 294 5.61 1.23 

Post-attitudes toward BMW 135i car 293 5.81 1.08 

Pre-attitudes toward J&K car stereo 294 5.59 1.12 

Post-attitudes toward J&K car stereo 290 5.65 1.19 

Attitudes toward the Partnership 290 5.56 1.37 

Note: SD: Standard Deviation 
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In terms of product knowledge, cars and car stereos were measured under two 

knowledge dimensions: objective knowledge and subjective knowledge. Mean score of 

subjective knowledge of cars and car stereos were 3.52 and 3.06 respectively. Standard 

deviations of them were 1.47 and 1.25 each. Also, mean score of objective knowledge of 

cars and car stereos were 6.27 and 2.65. Standard deviations of them were 2.40 and 1.80 

respectively. Table 10 summarizes the description of product knowledge.  

Table 10. Subjective and Objective Knowledge Data Description 

 Subjective Knowledge Objective Knowledge 

 Cars Car Stereos Cars Car Stereos 

N 264 264 266 266 

Mean 3.52 3.06 6.27 2.65 

Median 3.60 3.00 6.00 2.00 

Mode 4.00 2.00 6.00 2.00 

Standard Deviation 1.47 1.25 2.40 1.79 

Variance 2.17 1.57 5.74 3.21 

Skewness .293 .413 -.59 .69 

Kurtosis -.68 -.27 .05 .23 

Minimum 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 

Maximum 7.00 7.00 10.00 8.00 

Percentiles (33.33) 2.67 2.20 6.00 2.00 

Percentiles (66.66) 4.00 3.60 7.00 3.00 
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For objective knowledge measures, item difficulty analyses and item 

discrimination analyses were conducted to identify how effectively each item reflects 

their knowledge level (Lee 2004). Item difficulty analyses show correct response rates of 

the items. Table 11 shows the results of item difficulty analyses of cars and car stereos. 

Correct response rates of car items ranged between 32.7% and 95.5%. Meanwhile, 

correct response rates of car stereo items ranged between 1.9% and 86.2%. However, it 

should be noted that overall correct response rates of car stereo items were quite low 

compared with that of car items except car stereo item one. It could be speculated that car 

stereo items were more difficult for subjects to answer than car items.  

 Table 11. Item Difficulty Analyses for Cars and Car Stereos 

Item# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Correct Response 

for Cars (%) 
32.7 95.5 53.4 46.2 74.6 57.1 84.7 58.5 68.1 64.0 

Correct Response 

for Car Stereos (%) 
86.2 10.5 16.6 69.2 16.2 34.9 11.3 16.7 8.1 1.9 

 

Item discrimination analyses indicate that each item properly discerns different 

knowledge levels of cars and car stereos. Correct response of each item was summed up 

to create objective knowledge index for cars and car stereos. Then, a series of one-way 

ANOVA tests were conducted to examine whether items of cars and car stereos were able 

to be discriminated by their self-rated subjective knowledge levels. Table 12 shows the 

results of analyses. It was found that different levels of objective knowledge differently 
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affected subjective knowledge of cars and car stereos respectively (F (2, 263) = .9.66, p 

< .00, F (2, 263) = 11.17, p < .00).  

Post-hoc analyses further identified that subjects with high subjective knowledge 

of cars ( X  = 6.92) had significantly higher correct response rates than those with 

moderate ( X  = 5.99) and low ( X  = 5.46) level of subjective knowledge. However, there 

was no significant difference between subjects with moderate and low level of subjective 

knowledge. Likewise, car stereos showed similar patterns. Subjects with high subjective 

knowledge of car stereos ( X  = 3.28) had significantly higher correct response rates than 

those with moderate ( X  = 2.44) and low ( X  = 2.08) level of subjective knowledge, but 

not between moderate and low level of subjective knowledge.  

Table 12. Item Discrimination Analyses for Cars and Cars Stereos 

Independent  

Variable 

Low Moderate High 

df F 
N M SE N M SE N M SE 

SK for  

Cars 
72 5.46 .24 73 5.99 .26 121 6.92 .23 2, 263 9.66** 

SK for  

Car Stereos 
74 2.08 .15 94 2.44 .15 98 3.28 .22 2, 263 11.17** 

Note: ** p≤ .01, SK: Subjective Knowledge, M: Mean, SE: Standard Error 

Although self-rated subjective knowledge of cars and car stereos did not 

accurately correspond to the low and moderate levels of objective knowledge, subjective 

and objective knowledge dimensions were significantly correlated. Table 13 shows the 

results of correlation tests. Selnes and Gronhaug (1986) provide a significant correlation 
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coefficient (r = .38) between subjective knowledge and objective knowledge measures. It 

was found that correlation coefficients of subjective and objective knowledge for cars (r 

= .34) and subjective and objective knowledge for car stereos (r = .38) were consistent 

with their findings. In addition, subjective knowledge of cars and car stereos were 

significantly correlated with objective knowledge of cars and car stereos.   

 Table 13. Objective and Subjective Knowledge Correlation Test 

 
SK for Car OK for Car 

SK for  

Car Stereo 

OK for  

Car Stereo 

SK for Car 

 
1.000 .34** .85** .35**  

OK for Car 

 
 1.000 .30** .60**  

SK for  

Car Stereo 

 

  1.00 .38**  

OK for  

Car Stereo 
   1.00 

Note: ** p≤ .01, SK: Subjective Knowledge, OK: Objective Knowledge 

2. Manipulation Checks 

A series of independent samples t-tests were conducted to examine whether the 

manipulation on partnership, country-of-origin fit, product fit, and brand fit between 

Japan and Mexico conditions were successfully accomplished. Table 14 summarizes the 

results of manipulation check. It was found that subjects were manipulated as researcher 

intended. In terms of partnership, subjects in the Japan condition ( X = 5.73) showed 

higher attitudes toward partnership than those in the Mexico condition ( X = 5.40, t (261) = 

-2.02, p < .05). Also, brand fit and country-of-origin fit were significantly different 

between Japan and Mexico condition. Subjects in the Japan condition ( X = 4.96) showed 
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higher brand fit than those in the Mexico condition ( X = 4.49, t (262) = -3.12, p < .01). 

Similarly, country-of-origin fit for Japan ( X = 4.17) was significantly higher than that for 

Mexico ( X = 3.21, t (262) = -6.64, p < .00). However, there were no significant differences 

between Japan and Mexico condition for product fit. In other words, this result supported 

that BMW135i car and J&K car stereo were relevant to each other in their usage situation. 

Table 14. Results of Manipulation Check  

Independent Samples t-test Mean SD df T 

Partnership 

Mexico 5.40 1.41 

261 .04* 

Japan 5.73 1.20 

Country-of-Origin Fit 

Mexico 3.21 1.27 

252 .00** 

Japan 4.17 1.06 

Brand Fit 

Mexico 4.49 1.28 

260 .00** 

Japan 4.96 1.18 

Product Fit 

Mexico 5.54 .88 

262 .51 

Japan 5.46 1.00 

Note: * p≤ .05, ** p≤ .01, SD: Standard Deviation 
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3. Measurement Development 

Internal consistency of major constructs used in this dissertation study was 

examined and the results are shown in Table 15. Cronbach‟s alpha for pre-attitudes (α 

= .93) and post-attitudes (α = .94) toward BMW135i car and pre-attitudes (α = .94) and 

post-attitudes (α = .95) toward J&K car stereo were all high. Also, the alpha values for 

product involvement (α = .90), attitudes toward partnership (α = .96), country-of-origin 

fit (α = .92), product fit (α = .86), brand fit (α = .93), and subjective knowledge for cars 

(α = .93) and car stereos (α = .93) were all turned out to be reliable.  

 Table 15. Results of Reliability Test 

Construct # of Items Α 

Pre-attitudes toward BMW 135i car 3 .93 

Post-attitudes toward BMW 135i car 3 .94 

Pre-attitudes toward J&K car stereo 3 .94 

Post-attitudes toward J&K car stereo 3 .95 

Attitude toward Partnership 3 .96 

Country-of-Origin Fit 5 .92 

Product Fit 5 .86 

Brand Fit 5 .93 

Subjective Knowledge for Cars 5 .93 

Subjective Knowledge for Car Stereos 5 .93 

Product Involvement 10 .90 
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Regarding product knowledge constructs for cars and car stereos, subjective and 

objective knowledge scores were converted into Z scores since they were measured with 

two different scales. Next, subjective knowledge and objective knowledge were averaged 

to create for cars and car stereos product knowledge. Also, objective knowledge and 

subjective knowledge were used separately to examine their individual difference for 

additional subsequent analyses.  

Finally, considering that one of the goals of this dissertation study is to examine 

pre-and post-attitude changes for BMW 135i car and J&K car stereo, attitude change 

construct was created with the following equation: 

Attitude Change = √ɑ1² +√ɑ2²+ √ɑ3²+ …+√ɑn² 

ɑ = Post-attitudes – Pre-attitudes 

N= Number of Subjects 

 

Sum of square root of ɑ helps maintain total variance within attitude change 

construct by eliminating positive or negative directions. This formula was used to create 

attitude changes for BMW135i car and J&K car stereo between different country-of-

origin fit conditions.    

4. Hypothesis Testing 

4.1. Repeated Measure Analysis 

 Initial analysis was conducted to examine pre- and post-attitudes differences on 

J&K car stereo. Also, only subjective knowledge of car stereos was considered in this 

analysis. The reason could be that attitudes toward BMW 135i car and product 
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knowledge of cars were relatively stable as predicted. Since BMW 135i car is the host 

brand, it will be less influenced by the cross-border SBA than the J&K car stereo. In 

addition, since the mean score of objective knowledge of car stereo was very low, only 

subjective knowledge of car stereo was considered. Repeated measure analysis was 

conducted to examine the role of country-of-origin fit and subjective knowledge of car 

stereos. Also, considering the gender effect identified in preliminary analysis, it was 

factored in as a covariate. There was no direct effect of country-of-origin fit and 

interaction effects with subjective knowledge of car stereos. Table 16 and 17 show the 

results of within- and between-subjects effects respectively.      

Table 16. Results of Within-Subjects Effects  

Variables df Mean Square F Sig. 

Factor 1 1 .01 .03 .87 

Factor 1 X Gender 1 .14 .38 .54 

Factor 1 X COO Fit 2 .96 2.53 .08 

Factor 1 X COO Fit  

X SK of Car Stereos 
2 .93 2.45 .09 

Note: *Factor 1: Pre- and Post-Attitudes toward J&K Car Stereo, SK: Subjective 

Knowledge 
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Table 17. Results of Between-Subjects Effects  

Variables df Mean Square F Sig. 

Gender 1 5.28 2.77 .10 

COO Fit 1 10.66 5.60 .02 

SK of Car Stereo 2 2.54 1.33 .27 

COO Fit X  

SK of Car Stereo 
2 .12 .06 .94 

Note: *Factor 1: Pre- and Post-Attitudes toward J&K Car Stereo, SK: Subjective 

Knowledge 

 

 Since there is no significant difference between pre- and post-attitudes toward 

J&K car stereo, attitudes toward the cross-border SBA was examined. In other words, 

following analysis examined the effects of country-of-origin fit and subjective knowledge 

of car stereos on attitudes toward partnership. Although no significant interaction effect 

was found between country-of-origin fit and subjective knowledge of car stereos (p = .50), 

there is a marginally significant direct effect of country-of-origin fit (p = .06). Also, the 

direction of results supports our prediction in that consumers with low and high 

subjective knowledge of car stereos showed greater attitude changes toward the J&K car 

stereo in high country-of-origin fit condition. Table 18 shows the results of ANOVA on 

attitudes toward partnership. 
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Table 18. Results of ANOVA on Attitudes toward Partnership    

Variables df Mean Square F Sig. 

Gender 1 3.87 2.32 .13 

COO Fit 1 5.91 3.54 .06 

SK of Car Stereo 2 3.53 2.12 .12 

COO Fit X  

SK of Car Stereo 
2 1.16 .70 .50 

Note: *SK: Subjective Knowledge 

 

To further investigate the main effect of each condition, a series of planned 

contrasts were conducted to examine proposed hypotheses in the following section. Also, 

subsequent analyses considered product knowledge, objective knowledge, and subjective 

knowledge of cars and car stereo respectively. 

4.2. Country-of-Origin Fit and Attitude Change 

H1 and H2 predicts that attitudes toward both the host and the partner brands 

should become more positive than before the alliance due to synergistic effect when the 

host and the partner brand have favorable country images. H1 and H2 were tested by 

examining attitude changes for BMW 135i car and J&K car stereo between different 

country-of-origin fit conditions. A series of paired samples t-tests were conducted to 

examine the difference between pre- and post-attitudes toward these brands. It was found 

that post-attitudes toward both BMW 135i car ( X = 5.95) and J&K car stereo ( X = 5.84) 
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were greater than pre-attitudes toward both BMW 135i car ( X = 5.67) and J&K car 

stereo ( X = 5.70) respectively (t (134) = -3.22, p < .00, t (132) = -2.02, p < .05; See Figure 5). 

Figure 5. Attitude Changes for BMW 135i Car and J&K Car Stereo in High COO Fit 
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Consistent with prior research (He and Balmer 2006; Rao and Ruekert 1994; 

Rodrigue and Biswas 2004), these results support H1 and H2. Cross-border strategic 

brand alliance between countries having positive country images indeed creates positive 

attitude changes toward both the host and partner brands. In other words, when the host 

and the partner brand have favorable country images, both the host and the partner brand 

could leverage favorable country images each other. Results of analyses H1 and H2 are 

depicted in Table 19.   

Table 19. Results of Paired Samples t-test on H1 and H2 

Paired Samples t-test Mean Difference SD df T 

BMW 135i Car 

Attitude Change 
-.28 1.02 134 -3.22** 

J&K Car Stereo 

Attitude Change 
-.14 .77 132 -2.02* 

Note: * p≤ .05, ** p≤ .01, SD: Standard Deviation 
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H3 predicts that post-cross-border strategic brand alliance attitudes toward the 

host brand may decrease when the host brand is combined with a partner brand having 

less favorable country image. A paired samples t-test was conducted to examine the 

difference between pre- and post-attitudes toward these brands when the county-of-origin 

fit was low. However, H3 was not supported because the post-attitudes toward the BMW 

135i car were significantly increased, nevertheless it was combined with the J&K car 

stereo from Mexico. The post-attitudes toward BMW 135i car ( X = 5.70) was greater 

than pre-attitudes toward BMW 135i car ( X = 5.50, t (130) = -2.53, p < .05; See Figure 6).  

One of the reasons that might have led opposite results could be that the pre-

attitudes ( X = 5.39) and post-attitudes ( X = 5.60) toward J&K car stereo were positive 

even the J&K car stereo was manufactured in Mexico. This result could be attributable 

for the different information processing patterns that individual subjects might have with 

respect to their levels of product knowledge. In fact, the J&K car stereo regardless of its 

country-of-origin information has distinguishable features among its car stereo product 

category such as a 7" motorized flip-out wide touch screen monitor, an anti-theft 

removable control panel, and bluetooth capability. Even though the country-of-origin fit 

was low, most subjects might have evaluated J&K car stereo in a favorable way due to 

these reasons. Subsequent hypotheses testings further explored how much attitude change 

could be affected by the product knowledge. 

H4 predicts that when the host brand has a superior country image than the 

partner brand, the partner brand may take advantage of the favorable country image of 

the host brand. Past research found that cross-border strategic brand alliance tends to 
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increase attitude change toward the partner brand in a positive way because the favorable 

country image of the host brand is transferred to the partner brand. This study also 

supported the results of past research. A paired samples t-test was conducted to examine 

the difference between pre- and post-attitudes toward these brands when the county-of-

origin fit was low. It was found that post-attitudes toward the J&K car stereo ( X = 5.57) 

were greater than pre-attitudes toward the J&K car stereo ( X = 5.40, t (129) = -2.04, p 

< .05; See Figure 6). Therefore, H4 was supported.   

Figure 6. Attitude Changes for BMW 135i Car and J&K Car Stereo in Low COO Fit 
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When the host brand had superior country image than the partner brand, cross-

border strategic brand alliance produced positive attitude changes between pre-and post-

attitudes toward the J&K car stereo. This result supports the typical practices of cross-

border strategic brand alliance since less familiar brands having unfavorable country 

image tend to leverage the established brand equity of the host brand. Results of analyses 

H3 and H4 are depicted in Table 20.   
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Table 20. Results of Paired Samples t-test on H3 and H4 

Paired Samples t-test Mean Difference SD df T 

BMW 135i Car 

Attitude Change 
-.20 .89 130 -2.53** 

J&K Car Stereo 

Attitude Change 
-.14 .77 132 -2.04* 

Note: * p≤ .05, ** p≤ .01, SD: Standard Deviation 

 Taken together, it should be noted that the attitude change toward the BMW 135i 

car was greater than that toward the J&K car stereo from H1 to H4. Particularly in H3, 

even when the country-of-origin fit was low, the post-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car 

were significantly increased. It could be explained that the stimulus ads might have 

strengthened their existing brand royalty toward BMW 135i car regardless of country-of-

origin fit condition and therefore, subjects‟ attitudes increased accordingly. 

To further examine the underlying mechanisms of cross-border strategic brand 

alliance on the BMW 135i car and J&K car stereo, a series of mediation analyses were 

conducted. Table 21 summarizes the mediation effects of cross-border strategic brand 

alliance. To demonstrate mediation, four relationships must hold (Baron and Kenny 

1986). First, pre-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car must have a significant positive 

effect on post-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car. It was found that pre-attitudes toward 

the BMW 135i car had a significant effect on post-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car ( 

= .65, p < .00). Next, pre-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car must have a significant 

effect on the attitudes toward the cross-border strategic brand alliance. It was found that 

there was a significant effect on the attitudes toward the partnership ( = .35, p < .00). 
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Third, it must be established that the attitudes toward the partnership significantly affects 

the post-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car. The estimated regression model showed that 

there was a significant effect on the post-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car ( = .66, p 

< .00).  Finally, when the pre-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car and the attitudes toward 

the partnership were considered simultaneously, the formerly significant effect of pre-

attitudes toward the BMW 135i car becomes insignificant or reduced. It was found that 

the effect of pre-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car was attenuated ( = .47, p < .00), 

while the effect of attitudes toward the partnership on post-attitudes toward the BMW 

135i car remained significant ( = .49, p < .00). This result illustrates that the attitudes 

toward the cross-border strategic brand alliance partially mediates the effects of pre-

attitudes toward the BMW 135i car on the post-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car.  

For the J&K car stereo, similar results were found. Attitudes toward the cross-

border strategic brand alliance have a mediation effect on the post-attitudes toward the 

J&K car stereo. Table 21 summarizes the mediation effects of cross-border strategic 

brand alliance on the post-attitudes toward the J&K car stereo. It should be noted that the 

mediation effect was even greater for J&K car stereo than for BMW 135i car. In other 

words, the magnitude change of pre-attitudes toward the J&K car stereo ( = .30) was 

greater than that of pre-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car ( = .18). Furthermore, the 

single effect of attitudes toward the partnership is greater for the post-attitudes toward the 

J&K car stereo ( = .77) than for the post-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car ( = .66).  

 This result supports past research that less familiar partner brand is more likely to be 

influenced by the cross-border strategic brand alliance than the familiar host brand. 
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Table 21.  Mediating Effects of Cross-border Strategic Brand Alliance 

Independent Variable Dependent Variable  P 

Pre-attitudes toward BMW 135i Post-attitudes toward BMW 135i .65 .00** 

Pre-attitudes toward BMW 135i Attitudes toward Cross-border SBA .35 .00** 

Attitudes toward Cross-border SBA Post-attitudes toward BMW 135i .66 .00** 

Pre-attitudes toward BMW 135i 

Post-attitudes toward BMW 135i 
.47 .00** 

Attitudes toward Cross-border SBA .49 .00** 

Pre-attitudes toward J&K Post-attitudes toward J&K .68 .00** 

Pre-attitudes toward J&K  Attitudes toward Cross-border SBA .54 .00** 

Attitudes toward Cross-border SBA Post-attitudes toward J&K .77 .00** 

Pre-attitudes toward J&K 

Post-attitudes toward J&K 
.38 .00** 

Attitudes toward Cross-border SBA .57 .00** 

Note: **: p < .01, SBA: Strategic Brand Alliance 

4.3. High Country-of-Origin Fit and Product Knowledge 

Before examining the role of product knowledge, it was important to clarify how 

product knowledge would be analyzed in this dissertation study. As explained before, 

product knowledge was created by combining z-scores of subjective and objective 

knowledge of cars and car stereos following the procedures of previous studies (Laroche, 

Cleveland, Bergeron, and Goutaland 2003; Mitchell and Dacin 1996). However, it was 

possible that subjective and objective knowledge might affect attitude change 

independently. Therefore, the roles of subjective and objective knowledge of cars and car 
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stereos were examined separately to further delineate independent effects of subjective 

and objective knowledge of cars and car stereos. Table 22 shows the classification of 

product knowledge and their mean scores. 

Table 22. Product Knowledge Classification for Hypotheses Testing 

 
Product 

Knowledge* 

Subjective 

Knowledge 

Objective 

Knowledge 

Cars .01 3.50 6.20 

Car Stereos -.01 3.06 2.66 

     Note: *:  (z-scores of subjective knowledge + z-scores of objective knowledge)/2 

Hypotheses from five to eight predict that subjects with low and high product 

knowledge are more likely to be affected by high country-of-origin fit information than 

those with moderate product knowledge. Past research found that consumers with low 

product knowledge tend to rely on country-of-origin fit since they are neither motivated 

nor able to process attribute-related information (Park and Lessig 1981; Rao and Monroe 

1988). Also, consumers with high product knowledge show similar patterns of 

information processing with different reasons. 

A series of one-way ANOVA tests were conducted to examine the effects of 

product knowledge on attitude changes toward BMW 135i car and J&K car stereo. It was 

found that H5 and H7 were not accepted. In terms of product knowledge of cars, there 

were no significant pre- and post-attitudes difference for BMW 135i car (F (2, 132) = .77, p 

= .47). Also, with respect to the product knowledge of car stereos, there were no 
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significant pre- and post-attitudes difference for BMW 135i car (F (2, 132) = 1.29, p = .28). 

Meanwhile, it was found that product knowledge of cars significantly affected the 

attitude change for J&K car stereo (F (2, 130) = 4.58, p < .05). Post-hoc analyses further 

examined that subjects with high product knowledge of cars ( X = .74) showed greater 

attitude change toward J&K car stereo than those with moderate product knowledge of 

cars ( X = .39, p < .01; See Figure 7). Therefore, H8 was accepted. However, there were 

no significant attitudes change for subjects with low product knowledge of cars than 

those with moderate product knowledge (p = .64). Also, product knowledge of car stereos 

did not affect attitude change for J&K car stereo (F (2, 130) = .59, p = .56). Thus, H6 was 

not supported.    

   Figure 7. Product Knowledge Effects on Attitude Change for J&K Car Stereo 
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This result supports that subjects with high product knowledge used extrinsic cues 

such as country-of-origin fit information in order to supplement to their decision. In 

particular, subjects with high product knowledge of cars looked for cognitive shortcuts in 

decision making and use them strategically to evaluate relative product quality of J&K 

car stereo. This result clearly indicates that established brand equity of BMW 135i car 
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was effectively leveraged by the J&K car stereo. However, different levels of product 

knowledge of car stereos neither affect attitude changes toward the BMW 135i car nor 

J&K car stereo. 

In order to further examine independent effects of subjective and objective 

knowledge of cars and car stereos, these two dimensions were separately analyzed. When 

product knowledge was decomposed into subjective and objective knowledge dimensions, 

only subjective knowledge of cars and car stereos affected attitude change toward the 

J&K car stereo. To be specific, subjective knowledge of cars affected attitude change 

toward J&K car stereo (F (2, 130) = 3.07, p < .05). Post-hoc analyses further examined that 

subjects with high subjective knowledge of cars ( X = .65) showed greater attitude change 

toward J&K car stereo than those with moderate subjective knowledge of cars ( X = .41, 

p < .05; See Figure 8). Therefore, H8 was accepted. However, there is no significant 

difference between subjects with moderate and low level of subjective knowledge of cars. 

These results show similar patterns of attitude change toward the J&K car stereo when 

product knowledge was considered.  

   Figure 8. Subjective Knowledge Effects on Attitude Change for J&K Car Stereo 
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In addition, although marginally significant, subjective knowledge of car stereos 

affected attitude change toward J&K car stereo (F (2, 132) = 2.82, p = .06). Post-hoc 

analyses further examined that subjects with high subjective knowledge of car stereos 

( X = .67) showed greater attitude change toward J&K car stereo than those with 

moderate subjective knowledge of car stereos ( X = .43). Therefore, H8 was marginally 

accepted.  

It could be interpreted that subjects with high subjective knowledge of car stereos 

evaluated the quality of J&K car stereo more favorably than those with moderate 

subjective knowledge of car stereos. Therefore, their attitude change toward the J&K car 

stereo was much greater than those with moderate subjective knowledge of car stereos. 

Simply put, as subjects became familiar with car stereos, they were more likely to rely on 

positive country-of-origin fit information than those are less familiar with car stereos. 

Table 23 summarizes the results of analyses.    

Table 23. Product Knowledge Classification for Hypotheses Testing 

 
Product 

Knowledge* 

Subjective 

Knowledge 

Objective 

Knowledge 

Cars 
Accepted  

(H8) 

Accepted 

(H8) 

 

Car Stereos  
Marginally 

Accepted (H8) 
 

      Note: *: (z-scores of subjective knowledge + z-scores of objective knowledge)/2 
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4.4. Low Country-of-Origin Fit and Product Knowledge 

Hypotheses from nine to twelve predict that subjects with low and high product 

knowledge are more likely to be affected by low country-of-origin fit information than 

those with moderate product knowledge. It was found that product knowledge of cars did 

not significantly affect the attitude changes toward the BMW 135i car and the J&K car 

stereo respectively (F (2,128) = .72, p = .49, F (2,127) = .21, p = .81). Also, product 

knowledge of car stereos did not significantly affect the attitude changes toward the 

BMW 135i car and the J&K car stereo each (F (2,128) = .77, p = .47, F (2,127) = 2.14, p 

= .12). Therefore, it was concluded that in the low country-of-origin fit condition, product 

knowledge of cars and car stereos did not significantly affect the attitude changes toward 

the BMW 135i car and J&K car stereo. Therefore, hypotheses from nine to twelve were 

not accepted when subjective and objective knowledge of cars and car stereos were 

combined.  

 To further examine the independent effects of subjective and objective knowledge, 

product knowledge was also decomposed into subjective and objective knowledge. When 

the product knowledge was divided, subjective knowledge of car stereos affected attitude 

change toward the BMW 135i car at a marginal level (F (2,128) = 2.70, p = .07). Post-hoc 

analyses further examined that subjects with high subjective knowledge of car stereos 

( X = .68) showed greater attitude change toward the BMW 135i car than those with 

moderate subjective knowledge of car stereos ( X = .41, p = .06). Also, subjects with low 

subjective knowledge of car stereos ( X = .73) showed greater attitude change toward the 

BMW 135i car than those with moderate subjective knowledge of car stereos ( X = .41, p 
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< .04; See Figure 9). Combined together, these results demonstrated inverted-U shape of 

information processing patterns since subjects with both low and high subjective 

knowledge of car stereos were more likely to rely on their low country-of-origin fit 

information than those with moderate subjective knowledge of car stereos. Therefore, H9 

and H11 were marginally accepted. 

   Figure 9. Subjective Knowledge Effects on Attitude Change for BMW 135i Car 
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These results support previous findings that consumers with low and high product 

knowledge are more likely to be affected by peripheral cues such as negative country-of-

origin fit information, albeit different reasons. The quality perception of BMW 135i car 

was lowered for consumers with low subjective knowledge of car stereos. It could be that 

consumers were not convinced since they were unable to find reasons why two countries 

having dissimilar images featured together. Therefore, their attitudes toward the BMW 

135i car were negatively evaluated. For consumers with high subjective knowledge of car 

stereos also showed similar patterns in order to bypass redundant cognitive elaboration 

and, therefore, evaluate the BMW 135i car in a negative way. These results provide 

practical implications that established brand such as BMW 135i car could be negatively 
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affected by unfavorable secondary associations when they get along with brands having 

unfavorable country images. 

In terms of objective knowledge, objective knowledge of car stereos affected 

attitude change toward the BMW 135i car (F (2,128) = 3.64, p < .05). Post-hoc analyses 

further identified that subjects with low objective knowledge of car stereos ( X = .87) 

showed greater attitude change toward the BMW 135i car than those with moderate 

objective knowledge of car stereos ( X = .50, p < .02; See Figure 10). Likewise subjective 

knowledge of car stereos, consumers with low objective knowledge were more likely to 

be affected by low country-of-origin fit information than those with moderate objective 

knowledge of car stereos. Therefore, H9 was accepted. Table 24 summarizes the results 

of analyses.  

   Figure 10. Objective Knowledge Effects on Attitude Change for BMW 135i Car 
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Table 24. Product Knowledge Classifications for Hypotheses Testing 

 
Product 

Knowledge* 

Subjective 

Knowledge 

Objective 

Knowledge 

Cars   
 

Car Stereos  
Marginally 

Accepted (H9, H11) 

Accepted 

(H9) 

      Note: *: (z-scores of subjective knowledge + z-scores of objective knowledge)/2 

For high country-of-origin fit condition as predicted in H1 and H2, both BMW 

135i car and J&K car stereo were positively affected by cross-border strategic brand 

alliance. Indeed, the J&K car stereo from Japan and the BMW 135i car from Germany 

took advantage of positive synergistic effects of cross-border strategic brand alliance. 

Also, for low country-of-origin fit condition as predicted in H4, J&K car stereo from 

Mexico was positively affected when it was combined with the BMW 135i car brand. 

This result means that cross-border strategic brand alliance is a desirable market entry 

strategy for the partner brand having unfavorable country image by associating with 

established brands.  

 This dissertation study also found that the effects of country-of-origin fit on brand 

attitude formation were affected by consumer product knowledge. To be specific, as 

supported in H8, subjects with high product knowledge of cars were more likely to 

change their post-attitudes toward the J&K car stereo in a positive way than those with 

moderate product knowledge. When product knowledge was divided into subjective and 

objective knowledge dimensions, subjects with high subjective knowledge of cars 
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changed their attitudes in greater magnitude than those with moderate subjective 

knowledge. Also, although marginally significant, subjective knowledge of car stereos 

affected the relationship between high country-of-origin fit and attitude change toward 

the J&K car stereo.  

In addition, as supported marginally in H9 and H11, subjects with low and high 

subjective knowledge of car stereos were more likely to change their attitudes toward the 

BMW 135i car in a negative direction and illustrated inverted-U shape pattern. For 

objective knowledge dimension, as supported in H9, subjects with low objective 

knowledge of car stereos were more susceptible to the low country-of-origin fit 

information than those with moderate objective knowledge.    

In terms of the independent effect of subjective knowledge, subjective knowledge 

alone played an important role in affecting consumers‟ attitude changes when it was 

parted from the product knowledge. Specifically, H8 was accepted when product 

knowledge of cars was considered. However, the acceptance of H8 could be resulted 

from the strong independent effect of subjective knowledge of cars before it was 

combined with objective knowledge of cars. Also, for the same reasoning, H9 and H11 

were marginally accepted when subjective knowledge of car stereos was considered 

independently. These independent effects of subjective knowledge of car stereos might 

have been attenuated when they were combined with objective knowledge of car stereos 

that did not support H11 alone. In other words, the objective knowledge of car stereos 

might have washed away the effects of subjective knowledge of car stereos when it was 

combined into product knowledge.  
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It seems that subjective knowledge indeed reflects consumer heuristics and 

evaluation strategies while objective knowledge works as a supplementary role in 

predicting consumers‟ attitude changes. In other words, subjective knowledge could help 

forecast consumers‟ decision-making processes with greater accuracy than objective 

knowledge. As past research found, subjective knowledge is a better indicator of 

consumer heuristics and decision making strategies. Further explanation will be discussed 

in the following discussion section. Table 25 shows the independent roles of subjective 

and objective knowledge for the hypotheses accepted. Table 26 summarizes the results of 

hypotheses testing.    

Table 25. Independent Effects of Subjective and Objective Knowledge  

Accepted 

Hypothesis 

Product  

Category 

Product 

Knowledge* 

Subjective 

Knowledge 

Objective 

Knowledge 

H8 

Cars O  O   

Car Stereos  O **  

H9 

Cars    

Car Stereos  O ** O  

H11 
Cars 

   

Car Stereos  O **  

Note: *: (z-scores of subjective knowledge + z-scores of objective knowledge)/2                                                 

          **: Accepted marginally   
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Table 26. Summary of Hypotheses Testing 

Hypothesis COO Fit Attitude Change Result 

H1 High Pre Attd Host < Post Attd Host  Accepted 

H2 High Pre Attd Partner < Post Attd Partner   Accepted 

H3 Low Pre Attd Host > Post Attd Host  

H4 Low Pre Attd Partner < Post Attd Partner   Accepted 

H5 High Low PK post-pre attd Host > Mod PK post-pre attd Host  

H6 High Low PK post-pre attd Partner > Mod PK post-pre attd Partner  

H7 High High PK post-pre attd Host > Mod PK post-pre attd Host  

H8 High High PK post-pre attd Partner > Mod PK post-pre attd Partner Accepted 

H9 Low Low PK post-pre attd Host < Mod PK post-pre attd Host Accepted 

H10 Low Low PK post-pre attd Partner > Mod PK post-pre attd Partner  

H11 Low High PK post-pre attd Host < Mod PK post-pre attd Host 
Marginally 

Accepted 

H12 Low High PK post-pre attd Partner > Mod PK post-pre attd Partner  

Note: COO Fit- Country-of-Origin Fit, PK - Product Knowledge, Attd - Attitude, and 

Mod - Moderate 
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CHAPTER VI 

DISCUSSION 

1. Summary and Discussion 

1.1. Country-of-Origin Fit and Attitude Change 

The results of this dissertation study support the existing evidence of the country-

of-origin phenomenon and its effects (Brouthers and Xu 2002; Cordell 1992; Johansson 

and Nebenzahl 1986; Klein 2002; Lee, Yun, and Lee 2005; Nagashima 1970; Roth and 

Romeo 1992). Also, this study found that the country origin of a brand as an extrinsic cue 

indeed influences consumers‟ perceptions and brand evaluations (Hong and Wyer 1989). 

Consumers use country-of-origin cues as a cognitive shortcut when other information 

such as product attribute information is scarce. Consumers‟ employment of country-of-

origin cues vary depending on their levels of product knowledge (Cordell 1992).    

As supported in H1 and H2, when the images of two countries were positive, 

consumer attitudes toward the BMW 135i car and J&K car stereo were significantly 

increased. In other words, strategic brand alliance worked as a quality indicator by 

transferring the equity of the host brand to the partner brand (Keller 1993; Levin, Davis, 

and Levin 1996; Park, Jun, and Shocker 1996; Rao and Ruekert 1994; Simonin and Ruth 

1998). Considering that both the post-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car and the 

fictitious J&K car stereo were significantly increased, subjects perceived the country 

image of Germany and Japan favorably. The established brand equity of the BMW 135i 

car was transferred to the fictitious J&K car stereo. Therefore, subjects were more likely 

to trust the quality of J&K car stereo and evaluate the J&K car stereo more favorably. At 
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the same time, the favorable country image of Japan, as a reliable manufacturer of 

consumer electronics, might have affected the attitudes toward the BMW 135i car 

positively.  

Indeed, these results support past findings that strategic brand alliance helps the 

host and the partner brands leverage the brand equity of each other (Simonin and Ruth 

1998; Uggla 2004, 2006). This study found that the pre- and post-attitudes toward the 

BMW 135i car and the J&K car stereo were favorably affected by the attitudes toward 

the strategic brand alliance. Table 21 explained the significant mediation effects of cross-

border strategic brand alliance on the relationship between pre- and post-attitudes toward 

the BMW 135i car and J&K car stereo. Even though high and low country-of-origin fit 

conditions were not discriminated in its analysis, the significant positive effects of pre-

attitudes toward the BMW 135i car and J&K car stereo on their post-attitudes as well as 

the attitudes toward the partnership explain how cross-border strategic brand alliance 

works.  

 Additionally, as supported in H4, successful strategic brand alliance allows less 

familiar partner brands to leverage the established brand equity of the familiar host brand 

by the transference of primary associations of the host brand such as brand- and product-

related attributes, benefits, and attitudes to the partner brand. In this study, it was found 

that when the country-of-origin fit is low, post-attitudes toward the J&K car stereo 

significantly increases. In other words, it could be interpreted that the J&K car stereo 

manufactured in Mexico is able to leverage the positive country image of Germany. 

Furthermore, Dahlén and Lange (2005) found that for the unfamiliar partner brands, 
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brand recall and attitude was higher in the strategic brand alliance with the established 

host brand than for single brand ads. On the other hand, for the familiar host brands, 

brand recall and attitude was higher for single brand ads than for the strategic brand 

alliance with an unfamiliar partner brand. Therefore, strategic brand alliance positively 

affects consumers‟ attitudes toward partner brands (Rodrigue and Biswas 2004).  

This study also provided somewhat controversial results. The established brand 

equity of the host brand, BMW 135i car, was not negatively affected by the less familiar 

partner brand. Unlike our prediction in H3 that the post-attitudes toward the BMW 135i 

car would be decreased in the low country-of-origin fit condition, the results showed the 

opposite. The results concluded that the post-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car was 

significantly increased even when it was associated with the J&K car stereo 

manufactured in Mexico. Alternatively, these results are in line with the findings of 

Dahlén and Lange (2005). They found that brand attitudes and purchase intentions were 

lower for less familiar partner brand in strategic brand alliance with familiar host brand 

than for partner brand in single-brand ad. Also, consumers‟ brand attitudes and purchase 

intentions were higher for familiar host brand in strategic brand alliance with a less 

familiar partner brand than for the host brand in single-brand ad. As indicated in the 

results of H3, the post-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car were significantly increased 

when subjects were exposed to strategic brand alliance with the J&K car stereo 

manufactured in Mexico.  

Through these results, it is evident that when two products are shown together, 

consumers automatically evaluate and compare them based on their shared features (Hsee 
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and Leclerc 1998). If one product dominates the other, that product will be regarded as 

more attractive due to contrast effects (Hsee and Leclerc 1998). These contrast effects 

occur when the same product may appear attractive in the presence of less attractive 

products, and vice versa (Dato-on and Dahlstrom 2003; Simonson and Tversky 1992).  

This same logic is found in the literature on attraction effects (Huber, Payne, and Puto 

1982). The attractiveness of a product can be enhanced by exposing it with a less 

attractive product.  

It can thus be speculated that the contrast between BMW 135i car and J&K car 

stereo was magnified so that the positive pre-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car was 

even more favorably evaluated when it was compared with J&K car stereo from Mexico. 

Post-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car might have increased when consumers 

compared it with the J&K car stereo from Mexico. However, this result does not mean 

that attitudes toward the strategic brand alliance between BMW 135i car and J&K car 

stereo from Mexico increased, as shown in Table 14. When subjects realized that the 

BMW 135i car and J&K car stereo from Mexico collaborate together to offer a new 

BMW 135i car, their attitudes toward the partnership actually decreased.    

1.2. Product Knowledge and Country-of-Origin Fit Effects on Attitude Change 

 Hypotheses from five to eight predict that subjects with low and high product 

knowledge are more likely to be positively affected when the country-of-origin fit is high. 

In other words, their attitude changes will be greater for subjects with low and high 

product knowledge than those with moderate product knowledge. As supported in H8, 

consumer product knowledge moderated the effects of country-of-origin fit on the 
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attitude change. The magnitudes of attitude change were greater for subjects with high 

product knowledge of cars than those with moderate product knowledge. This result 

supports the previous findings that consumers with high product knowledge tend to use 

secondary associations such as country-of-origin fit cues in order to expedite their 

information processing by eliminating repetitive cognitive elaboration (Chao, Wüher, and 

Werani 2005; Chiou 2003). 

Unlike the dual knowledge level of information processing, this study identified 

that subjects with high product knowledge of cars are more likely to employ positive 

country-of-origin fit cues to evaluate the J&K car stereo brand from Japan than those 

with moderate product knowledge. These results showed similar information processing 

patterns compared with those having low product knowledge, albeit for different reasons. 

Consumers with high product knowledge of cars are able to perform product-related tasks 

successfully due to their extensive pre-existing knowledge about car types, usage, and 

purchase information. Therefore, product experts are more likely to rely on country-of-

origin fit information in addition to attribute-based information in their decision making 

processes (Chao, Wüher, and Werani 2005; Chiou 2003).  

When the product knowledge was decomposed into subjective and objective 

knowledge dimensions, subjects with high subjective knowledge of cars showed greater 

attitude changes than those with moderate subjective knowledge. Similarly, subjects with 

high subjective knowledge of car stereos showed greater attitude changes than those with 

moderate subjective knowledge at a marginal level. Subjective knowledge provides 

information about consumers‟ systematic biases and heuristics in product evaluations. 
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Since subjects with high subjective knowledge about cars might have high self-

confidence, they are unlikely to go over specific attribute information regarding the car 

stereos. Subjects with high subjective knowledge of cars trust the quality of J&K car 

stereo from Japan simply because of the signaling effects of BMW 135i car brand that 

indirectly endorses the quality of J&K car stereo brand. Also, subjects with high 

subjective knowledge of car stereos also changed their attitudes toward the J&K car 

stereo in greater magnitudes than those with moderate subjective knowledge as they 

simply took high country-of-origin fit information into their consideration. 

However, none of objective knowledge of cars and car stereos influenced the 

effects of positive country-of-origin cues on the attitude changes toward the BMW 135i 

car and J&K car stereo. Although objective knowledge is positively correlated with 

subjective knowledge, consumers‟ usage situation might be different. As explained before, 

objective knowledge determines the true knowledge that consumers have in their memory, 

whereas subjective knowledge reflects self-assessment. Particularly, subjective 

knowledge helps define consumer decision making strategies and tactics based on what 

they think they know (Park and Lessig 1981). Therefore, subjective knowledge is more 

likely to reflect consumer heuristics and decision strategies than objective knowledge 

does. Another reason for consumers‟ lack of attitude changes could be that the variation 

of the objective knowledge of car stereos was too small to identify the effects of 

knowledge difference. As shown in Table 10, the mean score of the objective knowledge 

for car stereos is 2.65. It might be even more difficult to find the meaningful difference 

when the knowledge was divided into three knowledge levels.     
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Hypotheses from nine to twelve predict that subjects with low and high product 

knowledge are more likely to be affected by the low country-of-origin fit that those with 

moderate product knowledge. Simply, consumers‟ attitude changes will be greater for 

subjects with low and high product knowledge than those with moderate product 

knowledge when the country-of-origin fit is low. The results show that none of product 

knowledge of cars and car stereos influence the effects of low country-of-origin fit on the 

attitude changes toward the BMW 135i car and J&K car stereo. However, when the 

product knowledge was decomposed into subjective and objective knowledge, the results 

demonstrated their independent effects. Specifically, although marginally accepted in H9 

and H11, inverted-U shaped relationship indicates the role of subjective knowledge of car 

stereos. 

These findings exactly correspond to the inverted-U shape pattern between 

learning and information seeking behavior (Johnson and Russo 1984). The results 

showed that subjects with low and high subjective knowledge about car stereos were 

more likely to change their attitudes toward the BMW 135i car and J&K car stereo from 

Mexico negatively than those with moderate subjective knowledge. In other words, when 

the country-of-origin fit was low, subjects with low subjective knowledge of car stereos 

might not understand why the BMW 135i car associates with the less familiar J&K car 

stereo from Mexico.  

Likewise, subjects with high subjective knowledge of car stereos showed similar 

information processing patterns. Although subjects with high subjective knowledge of car 

stereos might have used the low country-of-origin fit information in order to shorten their 
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decision making processes, they were more vulnerable to the negative country image of 

Mexico as a manufacturer of car stereos. This result highlights the importance of country-

of-origin fit in cross-border strategic brand alliance for consumers with high subjective 

knowledge of car stereos.  

Although cross-border strategic brand alliance may be beneficial for less familiar 

brands, it would be detrimental for the established brand since consumers with either low 

or high product knowledge of car stereos tend to lower their attitudes toward the host 

brand when they realize that two seemingly unmatched countries collaborate to make a 

product. As previous research has demonstrated cross-border strategic brand alliance 

could undermine the equity of a host brand when the partner brand cannot satisfy 

reasonable consumer expectations (Washburn, Till, and Priluck 2004). A potential loss of 

control of the host brand could erode positive associations for the host brand when brands 

with incompatible country images combine (Uggla 2004, 2006).  

In terms of objective knowledge, subjects with low objective knowledge of car 

stereos were more likely to be negatively affected by the low country-of-origin fit 

information than those with moderate objective knowledge. Since subjects with low 

objective knowledge of car stereos processed information at a brand level, they were less 

likely to search additional information than those with moderate subjective knowledge. 

Simply put, subjects with low objective knowledge of car stereos were likely to rely on 

the diagnostic function of secondary associations and process them at a brand level, 

rather than taking them down into the item-specific level.  
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In conclusion, as evidenced by the past research, cross-border strategic brand 

alliance should be used with careful consideration (Bucklin and Sengupta 1993; Farquhar 

1994; Uggla 2004, 2006). Post-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car were more negatively 

affected by the low country-of-origin fit for consumers with low and high subjective 

knowledge of car stereos than those with moderate subjective knowledge. Similar pattern 

was found for consumers with low objective knowledge of car stereos. These results 

illustrates that ill-conceived cross-border strategic brand alliance weakened the control 

over the identity, core values, and primary associations of the BMW 135i car brand.  

2. Implications  

 This study provides important implications to the existing theory and the practice 

of cross-border strategic brand alliance in several ways. Past research has dealt with 

consumer reactions to various brand alliances. For example, A. M. Levin, Davis, and 

Levin (1996) described assimilation effect, the psychological process in which consumer 

affect was transferred from one brand to another. Also, Rao and Ruekert (1994) explored 

the mechanism for the transference of affect between brands. This dissertation study 

suggests empirical evidence of these effects by examining the role of cross-border 

strategic brand alliance on consumer attitude changes.    

Consumers may have an assumption that established host brands will associate 

themselves only with other established brands simply because they infer that advertisers 

and marketers will be motivated to avoid tarnishing their brand image by a poor alliance. 

Therefore, advertisers and marketers from a country that has positive country image 

within a specific product category are likely to be associated with other brands having 
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favorable country image since consumers evaluate their brands based on country-of-

origin fit, not necessarily based on product-attributes information. Following the same 

reasoning, advertisers and marketers from a country that has negative country image will 

strive to be associated with established brands in order to improve their brand images. 

Therefore, country-of-origin fit indeed affects how consumers perceive the quality of the 

brands for the host and the partner brand.  

From practical standpoints, for marketers and advertisers from the established 

brand, allying with a partner brand from a country having favorable image would be a 

win-win strategy in the competitive global market. Forming cross-border strategic brand 

alliance will even strengthen its global position since cross-border strategic brand alliance 

will enhance its brand image by leveraging positive country image of its partner brand. 

At the same time, the partner brand is also able to take advantage of the established brand 

equity of the host brand. In fact, even if both brands have favorable country image, the 

images of the two countries may not be perceived equally. Nevertheless, allying with 

partner brands with favorable country image would result in positive brand evaluation 

and attitude change for the host brand. Likewise, associating with the established host 

brands would provide opportunities to build up positive images for the partner brand 

since they would be able to leverage established brand equity of the host brand. 

In addition, marketers and advertisers should be careful of using cross-border 

strategic brand alliance with consumers who have different levels of product knowledge. 

There have been extensive studies regarding product knowledge with respect to country-

of-origin effects (Biswas and Sherrell 1993; Chiou, 2003; Chai, Wuher, and Werani 
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2005; Maheswaran 1994; Rao and Monroe 1989). Country-of-origin information salience 

varies significantly according to the information-processing strategies used by consumers 

in attitude formation. Consumers who have low product knowledge are more likely to use 

country-of-origin cues as indicators of quality to a greater extent than experts, due to their 

inability to analyze intrinsic cues, such as physical product attributes (Rao and Monroe 

1989; Maheswaran 1994). In other words, novices‟ brand attitude will be positively 

influenced by country-of-origin when the country-of-origin cue is favorable. Also, 

novices‟ brand attitude will be negatively affected, when the country-of-origin cue is 

unfavorable (Biswas and Sherrell 1993; Chiou, 2003; Chai, Wuher, and Werani 2005).  

On the other hand, consumers with high product knowledge are able to perform product-

related tasks successfully and have extensive prior knowledge about product types, usage, 

and purchase information. Additionally, product experts are more likely to rely on 

attribute-based information rather than stereotypical information (Chiou, 2003; Chai, 

Wuher, and Werani 2005).  

This study further identified the mechanisms of how consumers take the country-

of-origin fit information into different information processing routes by dividing 

consumer product knowledge into three levels. For consumers with low and high product 

knowledge tend to rely on country-of-origin fit information for different reasons and they 

process country-of-origin fit information via peripheral route. On the other hand, 

consumers with moderate product knowledge are less likely to employ country-of-origin 

fit information since they know that the cue is not directly related to product functions 
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and performances. Thus, consumers with moderate product knowledge tend to go over 

product attribute information. 

From practical standpoints, it is important for marketers and advertisers to 

customize their strategies and tactics for consumers with different levels of product 

knowledge. When the images of two countries are favorable, advertisers will need to 

more actively use cross-border strategic brand alliance in order to effectively persuade 

product experts. As explained earlier, product experts are very likely to employ positive 

country-of-origin fit information to expedite forming brand attitude than those with 

moderate product knowledge. Advertisers should focus on high country-of-origin fit 

information in order to persuade consumers who have high product knowledge. In this 

way, advertisers can take advantage of existing positive secondary associations in 

consumers‟ minds. However, when the country-of-origin fit is low, advertisers for the 

host brand should be cautious in selecting partner brands to avoid brand erosion.  

Following the same reasoning, for consumers with low product knowledge, 

marketers and advertisers should emphasize country-of-origin fit information on the 

condition that the country-of-origin fit is high. Cross-border strategic brand alliance 

would be a desirable strategy for marketers and advertisers when the images of two 

countries are positive. However, advertisers from an established brand should be more 

careful in using county-of-origin fit information since the partner brand may dilute their 

brand images. When the image of either country is unfavorable, their country-of-origin fit 

would be low. In this case, cross-border strategic brand alliance would affect the host 

brand negatively. Alternatively, advertisers should create ads that emphasize product 
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attribute information so that consumers with low product knowledge would not be 

affected by low country-of-origin fit information.  

Meanwhile, highlighting attributes and functional information would be relevant 

for consumers with moderate product knowledge. As consumers with moderate product 

knowledge are less likely to use country-of-origin fit cues and tend to seek external 

information, providing factual information about the product would be more effective 

than providing country-of-origin fit information. Although consumers with moderate 

product knowledge have sufficient amount of product knowledge, they may not feel 

confident in solely relying on product attribute information. Nor they are likely to use 

country-of-origin fit information since they know that the country image fit is a 

secondary association that does not directly affect product performances. Consequently, 

consumers with moderate product knowledge are more likely to seek and learn external 

information than those with low and high product knowledge. As a result, advertisers 

should emphasize product attribute information for consumers with moderate product 

knowledge.  

Finally, it is crucial for marketers and advertisers to understand how and to what 

extent consumers applied their subjective and objective knowledge in different country-

of-origin fit conditions. In the high country-of-origin fit condition, neither objective 

knowledge of cars nor car stereos affected brand attitudes. On the other hand, both 

subjective knowledge of cars and car stereos impacted on the attitudes toward the J&K 

car stereo. Therefore, these results support previous findings that subjective knowledge 

tends to be used for consumer heuristics and decision strategies, albeit objective 
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knowledge truly represent knowledge in their memory structure (Park 1994; Rudell 1979). 

Also, the results support the general notion that less familiar partner brands are more 

likely to be positively affected by the cross-border strategic brand alliance by leveraging 

favorable secondary associations from the host brand. Marketers and advertisers should 

be aware of that subjective knowledge reflects consumers‟ self-confidence about the 

product. Furthermore, they have to create marketing communication strategies for 

consumers with different levels of subjective knowledge of the partner and the host brand.  

In the low country-of-origin fit condition, both objective and subjective 

knowledge of car stereos affected the attitudes toward the BMW 135i car. In this 

condition, it was found that subjective and objective knowledge of car stereos were 

positively correlated. This finding supports the past research of the relationship between 

objective and subjective knowledge (Cordell 1997). For consumers with low and high 

subjective knowledge of car stereos as well as objective knowledge, their attitudes toward 

the BMW 135i car changed greatly in the negative direction than those with moderate 

subjective and objective knowledge of car stereos. It could be interpreted that car stereo 

novices and experts may not understand the purpose of collaboration between two brands 

that having unmatched country image. Furthermore, the results indirectly reflect that car 

stereo novices and experts are pessimistic about the cross-border strategic brand alliance 

and, therefore, result in their negative attitudes change for BMW 135i car brand, while 

their attitudes toward J&K car stereo remain the same.  

Taken together, it can be concluded that neither subjective nor objective 

knowledge dominantly affect consumers‟ attitude formation toward the host and the 
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partner brand regardless of country-of-origin fit conditions. Rather, these dimensions are 

complementary to each other, although subjective knowledge may be a better indicator of 

consumer decision making processes. 

3. Limitations and Future Research  

There are several methodological and conceptual limitations in this study. The 

manipulations imposed by experimental settings in order to isolate other factors are 

achieved at the expense of external validity. Country-of-origin fit was manipulated by 

using „designed and manufactured‟ labels for both the Japan and Mexico conditions. 

However, other factors, such as shipping location, product design, and assembly were not 

considered in this research. Presently, products are rarely designed, manufactured, and 

shipped from a single country. Rather, different countries are involved in making 

products. For future research in this area, the nature of hybrid products should be taken 

into consideration. 

Second, there are different types of cross-border strategic brand alliance. In this 

study, the J&K car stereo was integrated into the BMW 135i car. Visually, the stimulus 

ad seemed to be designed for the BMW 135i car brand. Therefore, the results of this 

study might have been skewed by subjects who were strongly attached to the BMW 

brand in general. As explained, there are several types of combinations between brand 

alliance in terms of vertical or horizontal collaboration as well as the levels of integration. 

This study examined cross-border strategic brand alliance with the aspect of ingredient 

branding. Future researchers will need to investigate other forms of strategic brand 

alliances. 
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Third, fictitious ad stimuli such as the J&K car stereo possibly might have 

prevented consumers from retrieving subjective knowledge and applying past 

experiences. As stated earlier, subjective knowledge is based more on product-related 

experience in the form of information search, product usage, and ownership (Park, 

Mothersbaugh, and Feick 1994). However, respondents were unable to evaluate the J&K 

car stereo based on their previous experiences because the J&K car stereo brand is 

fictitious. Although subjective knowledge of car stereos might have been used for product 

evaluation, the J&K car stereo brand itself is new to subjects. Therefore, it will be 

necessary to consider an existing brand for the partner brand in future studies. 

Fourth, there was a possibility that pre-attitudes toward the BMW 135i car and 

J&K car stereo affected their post-attitudes toward these brands. In this study, subjects 

were asked to rate their post-attitudes toward BMW 135i car and J&K car stereo 

immediately following unrelated filler questions. However, subjects might have 

remembered their pre-attitudes toward these brands. Therefore, it will be important to 

provide enough time span between pre- and post-attitudes measurements in future studies.  

Fifth, in relation to sampling, gender difference should be considered. It was found 

that male subjects had higher level of objective knowledge on both cars and car stereos. 

Therefore, their use of country-of-origin fit could be different. This effect could be 

related to the selection of product categories for the host and the partner brand. Cars and 

car stereos may not be appropriate product categories since female subjects showed 

significantly lower product knowledge level than male subjects. Therefore, future 
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research should be careful in selecting product categories in order to control gender 

differences. 

Sixth, future studies will need to further examine the role of brand familiarity and 

product involvement. Particularly, BMW brand has an established brand reputation as a 

luxury car. Therefore, consumers are very likely to be aware of BMW and the levels of 

familiarity might have affected the attitudes toward the cross-border strategic brand 

alliance and each brand. Consumers who are loyal to BMW brand might have evaluated 

the BMW 135i car brand favorably without considering its partner brand. Although a 

certain level of brand familiarity is necessary to examine the transference effect of brand 

equity, unconditional preference of a brand should be controlled.  

Also, a car is regarded as a high involvement product. If product categories in 

cross-border strategic brand alliance were low involvement products such as cosmetics or 

beer, consumer information processing might have been different. For example, 

consumers will be more likely to rely on country-of-origin fit information, since the 

purchasing decision might not be as consequential as cars. Therefore, product 

involvement should be considered in the future research. 

Finally, future research should measure consumers‟ cognitive responses in order to 

understand underlying psychological mechanisms of how cross-border strategic brand 

alliance affects consumers‟ information processing. It was found that consumers with low 

and high product knowledge tend to employ country-of-origin fit information for 

different reasons. However, this study was not able to explain the psychological 

processes why consumers with low and high product knowledge use country-of-origin fit 
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information. Therefore, measuring cognitive responses will provide clear explanations for 

the role of cross-border strategic brand alliance.        
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APPENDICIES 

Appendix A: Stimulus Advertisement Example 
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Appendix B: Country-of-Origin Fit Measurement  

(Aaker and Keller 1990; Bluemelhuber, Carter, and Lambe 2007) 

 

 

1. not consistent ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ consistent 

2. not complementary ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ complementary 

3. not compatible ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ compatible 

 

4.  not similar ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ similar 

5.  not relevant ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ relevant 
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Appendix C: Objective Knowledge Measurement for Cars 

(Source: http://www.learndriving.net/a-z_frame.htm) 

 

 The following questions ask what you may know about cars. Many people do not 

know the answers for some of these questions. If you are not sure about the question, 

feel free to select “don‟t know.” 

_____  1. There are two types of brakes – disk brakes and drum brakes. In these days, 

many cars now use disc brakes more on all four wheels than drum brakes.   

 (1)  true 

 (2)  false 

 (3)  don‟t know 

 

_____  2. The _________ is the pedal on the right-hand side. It is often referred to as the 

GAS pedal.  

 (1)  clutch 

 (2)  accelerator 

 (3)  brakes 

 (4)  revcounter 

 (5)  don‟t know 

 

_____  3. The de-mister devices are used to keep the windscreen and rear windows clear 

so that you can see where you are going. The front de-mister is usually operated 

by setting the heater controls to de-mist etc so that the fan blows dry air onto the 

inside of the windscreen. The rear de-mister is usually made up of a series of 

thin wires in the rear window. 

 (1)  true 

 (2)  false 

 (3)  don‟t know 

 

_____  4. The gearbox is the heart of the car. It provides power to drive the car by 

converting fuel and air into energy. 

 (1)  true 

 (2)  false 

 (3)  don‟t know 

 

_____  5. The left pedal on a manual car is the _________. It is operated with the left foot. 

This is used to engage and disengage the gears smoothly. 

 (1)  clutch 

 (2)  accelerator 

 (3)  brakes 

 (4)  speedometer 

(5)  don‟t know 
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_____  6. You would want a high gear (5st gear) to move off and carry out low speed 

maneuvers, the middle gears (2nd, 3rd) to build your speed or climb a hill, and a 

low gear (1th or 2th) to cruise at a reasonable speed. 

 (1)  true 

 (2)  false 

 (3)  don‟t know 

 

_____  7. The_________ must never be applied while the car is moving, as the rear 

wheels can easily skid and cause a loss of control. 

 (1)  turn signal 

 (2)  hand brake 

 (3)  jack 

 (4)  wiper 

(5)  don‟t know 

 

_____  8. High beam headlamps provide a bright and center-weighted distribution of light 

with no particular control of light directed towards other road users' eyes. The 

beam is thrown out high and wide. 

 (1)  true 

 (2)  false 

 (3)  don‟t know 

 

_____  9. Blindspots are areas around the car that you cannot see in the mirrors. The main 

blindspot is to the right side of the car.  

(1)  true 

 (2)  false 

 (3)  don‟t know 

 

_____  10. The gear lever should be returned to neutral whenever you park an automatic 

car.  

(1)  true 

 (2)  false 

 (3)  don‟t know 
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Appendix D: Objective Knowledge Measurement for Car Stereos 

(Source: http://www.clubknowledge.com/Car_Audio_FAQ/?t31) 

 

 The following questions ask what you may know about car stereos. Many people do 

not know the answers for some of these questions. If you are not sure about the 

question, feel free to select “don‟t know.” 

_____  1. The ideal car audio system is not necessarily the loudest one, or the most 

expensive one, but the one that best meets your needs.  

 (1)  true 

 (2)  false 

 (3)  don‟t know 

 

_____  2. The _________ is the most important part of the car audio system. It is the first 

step towards sound reproduction.   

 (1)  speaker 

 (2)  sound processor 

 (3)  head unit 

 (4)  amplifier 

 (5)  don‟t know 

 

_____  3. The _________ is the second most important part of car audio system. This 

converts the electronic signal into sound waves. They are the reason why we 

hear the sound in the audio system.  

 (1)  speaker 

 (2)  sound processor 

 (3)  crossover 

 (4)  amplifier 

 (5)  don‟t know 

 

_____  4. Among the various types of speakers, _________ is the most important if you 

want to feel the drum beats and not just hear them. 

 (1)  coaxial 

 (2)  tweeter 

 (3)  horn 

 (4)  sub-woofer 

 (5)  don‟t know 
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_____  5. Which one is NOT true?  

(1)  Speakers can never be damaged by more input power. 

(2)  Speakers get damaged when they are fed with frequencies they are not    

designed to handle.  

 (3)  Distortion in sound is created at higher volumes because frequencies tend to 

roll off and a phenomenon called clipping starts. 

 (4)  The cone and the frame material used in making a speaker are not 

important as they do not affect the sound quality.  

 (5)  don‟t know 

 

_____  6. The_________ is the part that multiplies the input signals from the head unit 

and sends a much more powerful signal to the speakers. They just do not make 

the system sound louder; they make the system sound better.  

 (1)  equalizer 

 (2)  power supply 

 (3)  crossover 

 (4)  amplifier 

 (5)  don‟t know 

 

_____  7. The _________ is a combination of series and parallel placed induction coils 

and capacitors, or either of them. They are given the job of frequency 

distribution among different types of speaker for distortion free sound 

reproduction.  

 (1)  equalizer 

 (2)  power supply 

 (3)  crossover 

 (4)  amplifier 

 (5)  don‟t know 

 

_____  8. _________ is an external unit which processes the sound for time delay, phase 

difference, bass-boost, surround-sound, frequency-equalizer etc. This is done 

through analog circuitry or digital processing. 

 (1)  equalizer 

 (2)  power supply 

 (3)  crossover 

 (4)  sound processor 

 (5)  don‟t know 
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_____  9. A_________ is a secondary energy storing device which insures a stable power 

supply to your audio components. It stores energy for a very short period and 

delivers it to the components. This stabilizes the current and saves the 

components from being blown off and the battery from being over loaded due to 

the heavy demand of a high-end audio system. 

 (1)  battery 

 (2)  alternator 

 (3)  stiffened capacitor 

 (4)  cable and wire 

 (5)  don‟t know 

 

_____  10. Which one is NOT digitized sound tweaking format? 

 (1)  Dolby Pro Logic 

 (2)  DTS 

 (3)  Dolby Digital 

 (4)  all of the above 

 (5)  don‟t know 
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Appendix E: Subjective Knowledge Measurement for Car/Car Stereo Product 

(Alba and Hutchinson 1987; Lee 2004) 

 

1. I know pretty much about cars/car stereos. 

 Strongly Disagree    ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ Strongly Agree 

 

2.  I do not feel very knowledgeable about cars/car stereos. 

 Strongly Disagree       ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ Strongly Agree 

 

3. Among my circle of friends, I am one of the experts on cars/car stereos. 

 Strongly Disagree      ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ Strongly Agree 

 

4.  Compared to most other people, I know less about cars/car stereos. 

 Strongly Disagree       ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ Strongly Agree 

 

5.  When it comes to cars/car stereos, I really don‟t know a lot. 

 Strongly Disagree      ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ Strongly Agree 
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Appendix F: Attitude Measurement  

(Muehling and Laczniak 1988) 

 

1. bad ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ good 

2. unfavorable ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ favorable 

3. negative ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ positive 
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Appendix G: Product Involvement Measurement  

(Zaichkowsky 1985, 1994) 

 

A car is ___________ to me. 

1. important ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ unimportant 

2. irrelevant ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ relevant 

3. means a lot ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ means nothing 

4.  worthless ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ valuable 

5.  interesting ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ boring 

6.  unexciting ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ exciting 

7. unappealing ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ appealing 

8.  not needed ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ needed 

9. mundane ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ fascinating 

10. uninvolving ___:___:___:___:___:___:___ involving 
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Appendix H: Product Fit Measurement  

(Ahn and Sung 2009) 

 

For the following list of product/service categories, please indicate how similar or 

relevant you think each product/service is to CAR product by placing a check mark in the 

appropriate space. The number you pick can range from (1) “Not similar or relevant at 

all” to (7) “Very similar and relevant.”  

 

 
Not similar or  

relevant at all    
Very similar or  

relevant 
Clothing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

        

Credit card 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

        

Laptop 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

        

Cosmetics  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

        

Alcohol beverage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

        

HD Television 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

        

Home furnishings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Sporting goods/        

equipment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

        

Jewelry  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

        

Car audio 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

        

Personal hygiene care 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

        

Hotel chain 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

        

Family restaurant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

        

Tobacco 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

        

Digital camera 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

        

Airline 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

        

Cell phone 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Appendix I: Pretest 2 Questionnaire A 

 

Consumer Brand Study 

  

                                                                                                 IRB Protocol 2009-05-0036 

 Completing the questionnaire for this study of car and car stereo brands should take 

about 10 minutes of your time. You are not required to answer any question that you feel 

uncomfortable with, and you may terminate your participation in the study at any time.  

Any information that you provide and the data collected from this study will be kept 

confidential, and your privacy will be protected to the maximum extent allowable by law. 

It will be available only to members of our research team and will never be identified 

with you personally. If you have any questions about this study, feel free to contact the 

investigator, Jin Kyun Lee, in the Department of Advertising at University of Texas at 

Austin at (512) 289-8397 or leejin5@mail.utexas.edu.  

If you have any questions about the study please ask now. If you have questions later, 

want additional information, or wish to withdraw your participation please call the 

researchers conducting the study. If you have questions about your rights as a research 

participant, complaints, concerns, or questions about the research please contact Jody L. 

Jensen, Ph.D., Chair of The University of Texas at Austin Institutional Review Board for 

the Protection of Human Subjects, (512) 471-8871 or email: orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 

You indicate your agreement to participate in the study by clicking button below and 

responding to the survey questions. 
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Acura  Dodge  Kia  McLaren  Saturn 

Aston Martin  Ferrari  Koenigsegg  Mercedes-Benz  Scion 

Audi  Ford  Lamborghini  Mercury  Smart 

Bentley  GMC  Land Rover  Mini  Subaru 

BMW  Honda  Lexus  Mitsubishi  Suzuki 

Bugatti  Hummer  Lincoln  Nissan  Tesla 

Buick  Hyundai  Lotus  Pontiac  Toyota 

Cadillac  Infiniti  Maserati  Porsche  Volkswagen 

Chevrolet  Jaguar  Maybach  Rolls-Royce  Volvo 

Chrysler  Jeep  Mazda  Saab   
 

Above is a list of car brands for your reference.  

 

1. Please write down five car brands that you consider to be of VERY HIGH QUALITY 

(from high to low). You may fill in the name of a brand you consider to be of high quality 

but is not listed above. For each brand you provide, please also indicate which country 

you think it is from. 

 

#1 car brand: __________________   country: __________________   

#2 car brand: __________________   country: __________________   

#3 car brand: __________________   country: __________________   

#4 car brand: __________________   country: __________________   

#5 car brand: __________________   country: __________________   

 

2. Now, think about cars that are of low quality. Using the same list above, please write 

down five car brands that you consider to be of VERY LOW QUALITY. You may fill 

in the name of a brand you consider to be of low quality but is not listed above. For each 

brand you provide, please also indicate which country you think it is from. 

 

car brand: __________________   country: __________________   

car brand: __________________   country: __________________   

car brand: __________________   country: __________________   

car brand: __________________   country: __________________   

car brand: __________________   country: __________________   
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Adire Audio Crossfire JVC Precision Power 

ADS Crunch Kenford Profile 

Alphasonik Crystal Kenwood Pyle 

Alpine Cutting Edge Audio Kicker Pyramid 

Alto Mobile USA DB Drive Kole Audio QAS 

Alumapro DHD Kove Audio Rainbow 

American Bass Diablo Audio Lanzar RE Audio 

American Pro Diamond Audio Legacy Rockford Fosgate 

Ample Audio Diesel Audio Lightning Audio Rockwood  

Ascendant Audio Digital Audio MA Audio Sanyo 

Atomic Digital Designs Majestic Scosche 

Audiobahn Directed Massive Audio Seas Lotus 

Audiobank DLS Matrxx Audio Sherwood 

AudioControl Dual MB Quart Sinfoni 

Audiopipe Dub Mag Audio McIntosh Solid Audio 

Audiovox Dynaudio Memphis Sony 

Audison Earthquake Milbert Sound Storm 

Autotek Eclipse MMats Professional Audio SoundStream 

Avionixx Elemental Designs Morel SPL 

Bazooka Elevation Audio MTX Street Edge 
Blackmore Mobile 
Electronics 

Emerson MTX RFL Swiss Audio 

Blaupunkt Focal Nakamichi Team RF 

Blitz  Fusion Niche Audio Treo Engineering 

Boss Genesis Orion TRU Technology 

Boston Acoustics Harrison Labs OZ Audio Tube Driver Blue 

Bostwick Helix Performance Teknique Ultra Linear 

Brax Hifonics Phase Evolution US Acoustics 

Cadence 
Hollywood Sound Intl. 
Corp 

Phase Linear US Amps 

CDT Audio Image Dynamics 
PHD Audiophile Sound 
System 

Visonik 

Cerwin Vega Incriminator Audio Phoenix Gold XFile Audio 

Clarion Infinity Pioneer Xsite 

Clif Designs Interfire Planet Audio Xtant 

Concept JBL Polk Audio Zapco 

Coustic Jensen Power Acoustik   

Critical Mass JL Audio Powerbase   

 

Above is a list of car stereo brands for your reference.  
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3. Please write down three car stereo brands that you consider to be of VERY HIGH 

QUALITY (from high to low). You may fill in the name of a brand you consider to be of 

high quality but is not listed above. For each brand you provide, please also indicate 

which country you think it is from. 

 

#1 car stereo brand: __________________ country: __________________   

#2 car stereo brand: __________________ country: __________________   

#3 car stereo brand: __________________ country: __________________   

 

4. Now, please write down three car stereo brands that you consider to be of VERY 

LOW QUALITY. You may fill in the name of a brand you consider to be of low quality 

but is not listed above. For each brand you provide, please also indicate which country 

you think it is from. 

 

car stereo brand: __________________ country: __________________   

car stereo brand: __________________ country: __________________   

car stereo brand: __________________ country: __________________   
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Appendix J: Pretest 2 Questionnaire B 

 

Consumer Brand Study 

  

                                                                                                 IRB Protocol 2009-05-0036 

 Completing the questionnaire for this study of car and car stereo brands should take 

about 10 minutes of your time. You are not required to answer any question that you feel 

uncomfortable with, and you may terminate your participation in the study at any time.  

Any information that you provide and the data collected from this study will be kept 

confidential, and your privacy will be protected to the maximum extent allowable by law. 

It will be available only to members of our research team and will never be identified 

with you personally. If you have any questions about this study, feel free to contact the 

investigator, Jin Kyun Lee, in the Department of Advertising at University of Texas at 

Austin at (512) 289-8397 or leejin5@mail.utexas.edu.  

If you have any questions about the study please ask now. If you have questions later, 

want additional information, or wish to withdraw your participation please call the 

researchers conducting the study. If you have questions about your rights as a research 

participant, complaints, concerns, or questions about the research please contact Jody L. 

Jensen, Ph.D., Chair of The University of Texas at Austin Institutional Review Board for 

the Protection of Human Subjects, (512) 471-8871 or email: orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu.  

You indicate your agreement to participate in the study by clicking button below and 

responding to the survey questions. 
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1. For each of the following car brands, please indicate the extent to which you agree 

with the statement that "This car brand is likely to have high quality."   

 Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neutral 

Somewhat 

Agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

Porsche        O O O O O O O 

Bentley  O O O O O O O 

Ferrari  O O O O O O O 

Maserati  O O O O O O O 

Audi  O O O O O O O 

Lamborghini  O O O O O O O 

Lexus  O O O O O O O 

Rolls-Royce  O O O O O O O 

Mercedes-Benz  O O O O O O O 

Aston Martin  O O O O O O O 

 

2. For each of the following car brands, please indicate the extent to which you agree 

with the statement that "I am familiar with this car brand." 

 Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neutral 

Somewhat 

Agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

Porsche        O O O O O O O 

Bentley  O O O O O O O 

Ferrari  O O O O O O O 

Maserati  O O O O O O O 

Audi  O O O O O O O 

Lamborghini  O O O O O O O 

Lexus  O O O O O O O 

Rolls-Royce  O O O O O O O 

Mercedes-Benz  O O O O O O O 

Aston Martin  O O O O O O O 
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3. For each of the following countries, please indicate the extent to which you agree with 

the statement that "This country is likely to manufacture high quality car stereos." 

 Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neutral 

Somewhat 

Agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

China  O O O O O O O 

Taiwan  O O O O O O O 

Turkey  O O O O O O O 

South Korea  O O O O O O O 

India  O O O O O O O 

Singapore  O O O O O O O 

U.K.  O O O O O O O 

Japan  O O O O O O O 

Malaysia  O O O O O O O 

Mexico  O O O O O O O 

        

4. For each of the following countries, please indicate the extent to which you agree with 

the statement that "I am familiar with this country." 

 Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

Disagree 
Neutral 

Somewhat 

Agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

China  O O O O O O O 

Taiwan  O O O O O O O 

Turkey  O O O O O O O 

South Korea  O O O O O O O 

India  O O O O O O O 

Singapore  O O O O O O O 

U.K.  O O O O O O O 

Japan  O O O O O O O 

Malaysia  O O O O O O O 

Mexico  O O O O O O O 

 

Thank you very much for your participation. Please provide your name, class name, and 

course instructor name for your research credit.  

 

First Name: 

Last Name: 

Class Name: 

Course Instructor: 
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Appendix K: Pretest 3 Questionnaire 

 

Consumer Brand Study 

  

                                                                                         IRB Protocol 2009-05-0036  

 

Completing the questionnaire for this study should take about 10 minutes of your time. 

You are not required to answer any question that you feel uncomfortable with, and you 

may terminate your participation in the study at any time.   

 

Any information that you provide and the data collected from this study will be kept 

confidential, and your privacy will be protected to the maximum extent allowable by law. 

It will be available only to members of our research team and will never be identified 

with you personally. If you have any questions about this study, feel free to contact the 

researcher, Jin Kyun Lee, in the Department of Advertising at University of Texas at 

Austin at (512) 289-8397 or leejin5@mail.utexas.edu.  

 

If you have any questions about the study please ask now. If you have questions later, 

want additional information, or wish to withdraw your participation please call the 

researcher conducting the study. If you have questions about your rights as a research 

participant, complaints, concerns, or questions about the research please contact Jody L. 

Jensen, Ph.D., Chair of The University of Texas at Austin Institutional Review Board for 

the Protection of Human Subjects, (512) 471-8871 or email: orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu.  

 

Statement of Consent: 
I have read the above information and have sufficient information to make a decision 

about participating in this study.  I consent to participate in the study. 

Signature:_______________________________________ Date: __________________ 

 

_______________________________________________ Date: ___________________ 

Signature of Person Obtaining Consent 
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DIRECTION: 

In the next page, you will view an advertisement. Please, take enough time to 

familiarize yourself with the ad and then proceed to the next page. Once you move 

to the next page, you will NOT be allowed to go back to see the ad again.  
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I. Please read each question carefully and circle the number that best represents 

your position. Do NOT go back to previous page to see the ad again.  

 

1. Do you remember brand names mentioned in the advertisement you just saw? 

1) No 

2) Yes – Please, write down brand names: _____________________________________ 

 

2. Do you remember the product categories mentioned in the advertisement you just saw? 

1) No 

2) Yes – Please, write down product categories: _________________________________  

 

3. Do you remember the countries in which the brands mentioned in the advertisement 

are made? 

1) No 

2) Yes – Please, write down country names: ____________________________________ 

 

4. The images of the countries are consistent with each other. 

Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

Disagree 

Neither 

Agree nor 

Disagree 

Somewhat 

Agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 

5. The images of the countries are complementary to each other. 

Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

Disagree 

Neither 

Agree nor 

Disagree 

Somewhat 

Agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 

6. The images of the countries are compatible to each other.  

Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

Disagree 

Neither 

Agree nor 

Disagree 

Somewhat 

Agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 

7. The images of the countries are similar to each other.  

Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Somewhat 

Disagree 

Neither 

Agree nor 

Disagree 

Somewhat 

Agree 
Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

Thank you for your participation. 
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Appendix L: Brief Description for a Fictitious Partner Brand 

 

 

J&K Premium Surround Sound System  
 

In-Dash 7" TFT-LCD Touchscreen Monitor with Built-in Bluetooth, DVD, CD, 

MP3 Player and Remote 

 

J&K, designed and manufactured in Japan, is introducing a new model into the U.S. 

market. J&K Premium Surround Sound System has an in-dash multimedia 

receiver with a 7" motorized flip-out wide touchscreen monitor and an anti-theft 

removable control panel. The receiver is Bluetooth enabled and includes AM/FM, 

DVD, MP3, and CD compatibility. It also has integrated USB, SD, and AUX inputs 

and is NTSC/PAL compatible. The system has an output power of 340 watts and 

comes with a wireless remote control.  
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